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ored
ris hon
Petcher
Morris
honored
her and Mor
Petc

tion for Oxford lectures
Pair chosen by Templeton
Foundation
Templeton Founda
Lindsay Fidati
Guest writer

I

I

one's
standing of grace inform one’s
expecpractice of science, one's
one’s expec
tations of what one will find in the
creation and one's
one’s assessment of
investigation?'.'
the products of investigation?”
Morris’
Morris' project has three aspects:
phithe history of science, the phi
losophy of science, and breaking
new ground in the scientific world.
alMorris and Petcher have al
on. their
ready begun to work on
projects here at Covenant
through their
their team-taught class
“Science
Perspective. " They
"Science in Perspective.”
began this class for non-science
majors by asking themselves,
“What
"What should someone who is
not majoring in science know
about the controversial issues in
science?”
science?" When they began the course, they realized that it satissatis
offied the criteria for an award of
fered by the John Templeton
Foundation.
c)ass description
Foundation. The class
was subm
itted and won this
submitted
Moraward. Through this course Mor
the
present
to
ris and Petcher aim
idea that science and Christianity
separate.
do not have to be separate.
Morris desired to study this

see Templeton,
Templeton, page 5

Appreciating
depreciation
eciation
reciating depr
App
-

Leah Heisig
LeahHeisig
Staff writer
Covenant students may see
improvemen ts on campus
many improvements
depreciation,, a
· due to funding depreciation
bud
new addition to the annual budget. Ever since the board enforced
a new policy from the Financial
Accounting Standards Board in
the 1996-97 fiscal year, Covenant is
depre
required to recognize their depreciation fund in the annual budget
rather than in a separate budget as
before. This changes some of the
previous tax advantages.
Simply put, depreciation is a
part of the annual budget, which
recognizes the need to maintain
C ovenant’s assets
assets,, including
including
Covenant's
buildings, vehicles, and other
items that lose their value over

time. Each year Covenant sets
aside a certain amount based on
the depreciation of individual asas
depre
sets. This is called funding depreciation.
“Depreciationn.is
is a very ben
ben"Depreciatio
eficial thing,”
thing," said Bob Harbert,
vice president of business and fifi
“Many improvement
improvementss were
nance. "Many
it.” This past year
made because of it."
the college appointed $600,000 for
depreciation funding. Covenant
spent $275,000 to rotate the comcom
puters in the labs. This brought
newer computers to the dormitory
labs as well as new computers for a
staff. In the
few of the faculty and staff
“we would like to be able to
future, "we
take laptops to class to more easily
do slide presentations,”
Profes
presentations," said Professor Dodson, head of the business
department.

college
The college
also spent $100,000
on building repairs,
allowing the front of
Schm idt
and
Schmidt
Rayburn halls to be
re
repainted and rerecaulked. Other re
included
included
pairs
renovations to the
stonew ork,
patio stonework,
the wall by the pool,
the overlook, and
the steps on the
new outreach
the new
south of
of Carter
irector of S
tudent Ministries
M inistries Jonathan
outreach
Jonathan Crabb and the
Student
Director
Carter Hall. D
south
in isty vehicle,
ith d
ep reciation funds
funds
depreciation
with
vehicle, purchased w
ministy
Much of the rest of m
car,” senior ware for the purpose of grading
outreach ministry car,"
the money was used to replace outreach
some"This is some
sheets. “This
Jesica
Swartz
said.
“It
was getting scantron sheets.
"It
two shop trucks and one athletic
a few
for
thing
we
have
wanted
difficult
to
juggle
the
two
vehicles
out- di:fficultto
van and to purchase a new out
years
now,”
said
vice
president
of
now,"
between
all
the
ministries.”
ministries."
reach ministry vehicle and a new
Covenant also purchased a
machine.
universal weight machine.
Depreciation, page 5
“I’m thrilled about the new $6800 scanner machine and soft- see Depreciation,
"I'm

Cherlth Johnson

-t

biolCovenant professor of biol
ogy Dr. Tim Morris and professor
of physics Dr. Donald Petcher
were recently chosen by the John
particiTempleton Foundation to partici
Semi
pate in the John Templeton Seminars on Science & Christianity.
In order to be considered for
this honor, the applicants had to
write an extensive application,
which included a description of a
project" that each
“scholarly
"scholarly project”
, wished to pursue. Applicants had
to demonstrate their preparedness
exto pursue their proposals and ex
plore all "of
“of the possible venues
disseminationn of the results of
for disseminatio
project,"
the proposed scholarly project,”
“the ways in which the
describing "the
results of the proposed scholarly
project might be incorporated into
iC courses taught by the applicant.”
applicant."
.c
..,0
Morris and Petcher join thirty
scholars who will participate in
these
seminars over the next three
B
23
December
a
of
Just
one
of
m
any
mangled
arboreal
23
casualties
many
summers in Oxford. Over half of
Just one
ice storm.
storm . Trees weighed down by ice fell throughout that
that day
ice
rethe participants have already re
and the
th e day following,
follow ing, taking out power
p ow er lines. Some
Som e parts of
of
and
“awards
Templeton
from
"awards
ceived
lf days. ·
Lookout Mtn. were without power for up to two-and-a-ha
tw o-and-a-half
Lookout
for programs they had initiated at
Fortunately, no buildings on campus were damaged by the storm.
Fortunately,

their institutions,”
institutions," and two-thirds
re“are
"are actively teaching and re
searching in the natural sciences,"
sciences,”
according to the Coalition for
Christian Colleges & Universities.
Their research and teaching is in
''biology, chemistry,
such fields as “biology,
mathematical
mathematica l physics, physics,
psychology." The other third
and psychology.”
of the participants, says the CCCU,
“are
"are_theologians, philosophers of
religion, or biblical scholars."
scholars.”
Actual commitment to this
project is one month during each
Oxof the next three summers in Ox
ford.
ford. While there, each person will
receive a salary, money for travel
expenses, and free room and
board. Much of the month will be
respent researching in the major re
talksearch libraries of Oxford or talk
ing with "senior
“senior scholars"
scholars” who
parwill serve as mentors, but the par
ticipants will also be expected toexhibit their ,discoveries
.discoveries during
periodic workshops or even by
journals."
publishing in “scholarly
"scholarlyjournals”
Morris, in summing up his
individual project, said that it "will
“will
focus on the implications of grace
for scientific endeavors. How
does and should one’s
underone's under
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Good•semestertoyou all!

sem ester to you all! Before recently completed a survey of departdepart
plunging into the meat of the present ment heads regarding the nature of
I'
*■ ■ * V
matter, I feel compelled to share the current advising and possible ways
improved. The double
fol that it could be improved.
good news of my break and the folweeks. In that time A committee also hopes to survey the
lowing couple of weeks.
part seven
fiancee,, a new Covenant College student body and
period I acquired a new fiancee
A good friend of mine recently became engaged, and
in
school, and a new car. Most of you visit other schools in order to gain inone day soon after was speaking with an older man who
advis
reading this article know that Liz and I formation about their academic advisfriend's
employs him. This man was scornful about my friend’s
ing programs.
programs. We as a senate hope to
(finally) got engaged the first week of ing
decision, regretful for him; -and,
and, because he had lived for
break, but some of you might not know report our compiled findings to the
perhaps three of my friend's
friend’s lifetimes, his attitude and his
that, after months of painful waiting, I Board of Trustees when they visit in
legitiwords were impossible to ignore. There is a certain legiti
was finally accepted at Vanderbilt March or April.
macy that comes with seeing through so many winters.
We as a senate are also working
Medical School! Just yesterday God
These are but a shadow and a caricature of what he
"new" used with Dean Raymond this semester to
again blessed me with
with a “new”
might have said, for I was not there, but I have frequently
frequendy
acci- revise the dance policy and reorganize
car to make up for the one that acci
encountered
mind .
encom1tered people of a similar bent of mind:
dentally leaped off a cliff last semester. the CAB committee. Dean Raymond
“It
has formed a committee to look into
"It just pains me, son, that you would use up your
good—all the time.
God is good-all
you've got your
yom1g, you’ve
youth the way you have. You're
You’re young,
But enough about myself: I want to the revision of the dance policy, but
whole life stretching out ahead of you, but they send you
share
share with you .._-="'~•-=-..,,...._ _,~-==--=-~-=-~-- ----, that proup to that christian
Christian school, and fill your head all full of
cess is still
C
the items of
know
Christian morals, persuade you to think that you
in the for- •
christian
concern
beconcern be
from your mative
what’s right and wrong, and you think you know what
m at iv e
what's
fore the stustu
you.'re supposed to walk
you’re
you're doing, and that the path you’re
student senate stages. The
dent senate
don’t know at all,
reorganiza
reorganizadown is shining clear as day. But you don't
this semester.
semester.
haven’t lived life. You’re
tion
of the
You're trading away all the things
you haven't
A couple
that might have been for a hollow promise of what others
for
allow
CAB
committee
will
hopefully
budof weeks ago we completed the bud
me."
tell you is truth, and it pains me.”
geting process. Due to the fact that better coordination of campus wide
From our cozy, complacent perspective, we may imim
many clubs did not spend all or even a events and better publicity thereof.
discount what the man had said as malicious
rePlease take a look at the newly re
pulsively discom1t
large portion of the funds allocated to
words from a mind that has become twisted and deformed
them last semester, we were able to organized senate bulletin board beside
it's not
darkness. But it’s
Brock’s office (thanks Jamie). The
through many years of living in the darkness.
grant most of the requests we deemed Dr. Brock's
words—which I believe
board
will display the minutes of prepre
so simple as that, because his words-which
money
reasonable.
also
allocated
We
reasonable.
matagen
were motivated by purest sympathy and concern, no mat
for some big ticket items, like a camera vious senate meetings and the agenter how misguided—
strike at the heart of an anxiety that
misguided-strike
for Publications Photo and a pug mill das for future meetings throughout the
is nigh impossible for a thoughtful Christian to escape:
for the Pottery Club, in order to ease semester. If you are wondering what
What if all I’ve
unbe
I've been taught is an elaborate hoax, unbethe financial pressure on future sensen we are up, to just take a look and find
known even to my elders? What if this elegant and majesmajes
Tiffany out, and if you feel that there is an issue
ates. A
gain, if
if you see Tiffany
Again,
·
to
myself
I've blinded
tic religion is just a myth? What if I’ve
Robeson, give her a big huge smile that student senate needs to address
(peck@covenant.edu)..
the hard, cold facts of existence in order to placate my
please e-mail me (peck@covenant.edu)
because she did a great job!
cor
cur Also, please remember that you are corirrational desire to live a life of idiot comfort and certainty?
The two ad-hoc committees curreguunexamined life is not
rently active under the student dially invited to sit in on any of our regu
The old cliche goes thus: The m1e~arnined
worth living. And try as we might to convince ourselves
senate’s auspices are the Academic lar meetings.
senate's
Advising and Communications Com
Comotherwise, the examined Christian life must always yield
these too unquiet questions. But then again, I am very
mittees. Rachel Powell, the chair of the Your servant,
a
young,
and
youth
is
ever
foolish,
and
in
grander
perhaps
double A committee, and her minions Rob Peck
yom1g,·
them
re$olve themday long years hence such uncertainties will resolve
selves in insight slowly earned by hard experience, and
doubt will haunt me never more.
Perhaps. But in the meantime, what is there to be
done? Is it worth it, standing as I am on the very verge of
what
long life might hold, to sell my soul for what may
what.long
finally be mere fantasy? It's
It’s certainly a gamble, but I bebe
is
there
if
lieve that it is a gamble worth making. Because
Early February and
it's the
one thing that I must cling to, forsaking all else, it’s
no chapel skips left
experience of the one from God who walked this earth,
to your name
and he too gambled in this manner, and in the end he lost
his life, and so gained it. And so, if, by coming here to this
I’ve been taught, I
school, and by adhering to the things I've
am only cheating myself out of the rich full life II might
have had, what does it matter to me? If I have lost my lif~
life
(and so young! so young), even for the sake of hollow
precept and baleful religion, have I not then won it? My
life means nothing, nothing, nothing at all unless I give it
up
freely, becoming
becoming utterly unmindful of it. My life
· e means
up freely,
The almost supernaturally
s.upernaturally
absolutely nothing.
well-swept condition of
Or does it?
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student-funded and
bagpipe is a .student-funded
operated print analog to the mulmul
tifarious .texperience
;KPerience of what is
,.tjfarious
“the
common!~ referred to as ,"the
., commonly
covenant community."" as such,
>covenant·"community.
reflec
bagpipe reflects and is a reflection of the kaleidoscope that haphap
pens when
people come togeth,r
together
when,people
to glorify God
envitlod in a college envi
ronment, learning to think and feel
under the
the general rubric of serser
vice to C'1risl
Christ, paradoxically, none
of the opinions expressed
el(J>ressed herein
are necessarily representative of
body,
the college or its student body.
send letters and other discourse:
-send
c/o ~qvenantiicollege
covenant college
14049 scenic hwy
lookout mtn. GA 30750
(706) 820-1560 ext. 1602
fax ,.((706)
82(!•2166
706) 820-2165
fa)(
bagpipe@covenant.edu
u
bag~JJe@covetl'ant.ed
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istle 33
nature/epistle
nature/ep

ted Nature
An advertis
advertisement
unmitigated
ement for raw, unmitiga
Sam Glaser
Guest writer
Trekking out into the desert West last
winter was one of the best choices I've
I’ve yet
made.
made. I decided to head into the sunset
amidst the stresses of finals week just over
a year ago. When I left in early February, I
had only the vaguest idea where I would
spend the next four months, but I did not
anticipate becoming so fascinated by sand,
les
canyon. I learned several lessnow, and canyon.
sons between sandstone cliffs and under
the shade of a Utah juniper or the hard-tocottonwood. This has led to a sort of
find cottonwood.
desert-addiction for me.
me.
naUp until last year I only admired na
ture from a distance.
distance. Sure, I spent time in
nature; there were weekend backpacking
trips and the occasional caving or rocknon
climbing trip. But my interaction was nonalcoholic. Afriend
A friend of mine turned me on to
alcoholic.
that phrase, "non-alcoholic;"
“non-alcoholic;” he was right.
Here’s
why: I wanted to experience nature,
Here's why:
rebut never in its fullness. It wasn’t
wasn't until re
outthis. Finally the out
cently that I realized this.
doors showed me its power. For humans,
power holds intrigue.
intrigue. Why else would we
find ourselves attracted to it? How many
folks would acquire taste for beer was it
not alcoholic? An uncomfortable thought
perhaps, but alcohol is powerful; it is adad
dictive. For humans, power holds intrigue.
We do not consume alcohol because earth
lacks other interesting fluids. We are drawn
to it. Many of us are afraid of it. Nature is
no different.
Nature is a force. It has a power that
us never recognize. Though we are
ofus
most of
not conscious of this, it is expressed in that
we fear it. How willing are you to be alone
for a week miles and miles and miles from
anyone of anything that is familiar, com
comI'm not talking
fortable, and convenient? I’m
about spending a weekend hiking wellmarked trails, or building your fire in the
designated stone-surrounded pit.
pit. I’m
talkI'm talk
ing about going to pristine nature, far, far
away from any one who has any concern
for your well being.
being. Hopefully, when you
think of such adventure there is something
prosdeep inside that is attracted to the pros
you'll
pect. Go adventuring though, and you’ll
feel more alone than ever before. Have you
ever been so involved with creation that
possibilyou realized death was a realistic possibil
ity? And while you are realizing (possibly
for the first time) that you are a little more
vulnerable than you once thought, you only
feel worse when you realize that nature
you. In fact,
won’t
won' t do anything to preserve you.
nature doesn’t
doesn't concern itself with your
preservation in any way; it only continues
rolling along as it has from the beginning.
beginning.
nature's power is
This recognition of nature’s

'
hard
for someone
tradisteeped in the tradi
tions of m
odern
modern
Western civilization.
civilization.
You, as a creature,
are insignificant to
Crea
mother nature. Creatures are born and
creatures die; nature
never feels bound to
give a defense of
this. It only keeps on
this.
rolling.
rolling. We want an
environment where
there is ample concon
cern for us. We want
to be able to put a
dead bolt between
us and what we can't
can’t
That
control.
doesn’t
doesn ' t happen in
the furthest, out-ofdoors.. We want to
doors
with
be involved w
ith
creation, but not in a The Tonto platform as seen from Bright Angel trail, near Flagstaff, Grand Canyoi{Naliorfa!'Park __ ,_SamGlasei
way that makes us
feel weak.
weak. Sure, we enjoy being reminded vulnerable until you realize that being out proached practically; it has nothing to do
isn't about your feelings of comfort; with practicality. To approach it as such is
that we are small, while gazing over the there isn’t
expe- non-alcoholic. If we go into the outdoors
it’s
about
being awed. It is about you expe
mountains and valleys, but there is a world it's
God’s
as
you without a sense of its attractive power we
attributes
creative
God's
riencing
of
of difference between being reminded
have “fun,”
"fun," but not adventure. We might
have
before.
No
wonder
something
before.
never
smallness to our core.
core.
our smallness and feeling smallnes.s
don't wonder.
“enjoy,”
but we don’t
"enjoy,"
is
in
us
is
drawn
to
the
It
part
creation.
so
Nature has power to make us feel as such.
such.
I
do
not
expect
that people will attempt
us
of
our
design.
It
calling
to
an
.calling
God
is
That is a power I believe we are drawn to.
written.
to
or
disprove
what I have written.
prove
·
the
lost
We’ve nearly
My experience has been that nature experience of Him. We've
themselves
Folks
won’t
and
get
out
get
won't
amazed. We are very practical
extends to us an invitation to wonder. See, ability to be amazed.
can’t be apap lost in nature. I doubt whether more than a
you’re
didn’t feel so and often too focused. Nature can't
you' re out there wishing you didn't
ex
few from our little community will ever experience the fear and amazement that comes
from being very, very alone in creation. I
A
a f t t e r 2 S9
i / i c
know that many have and will talk about
wanting to, but the number of those who
A question of gendering
which has lazily left the male pronoun
will
inclusion
Is
it
females?
of
w1ll be impractical enough to follow this
incl:usion
an
imply
to
December 14,
14,1998
1998
hunger for adventure will be small. Granted,
an
attempt
at
reconciliation
this
phe
phefor
last edition o(the
of the Bagpipe,
In the .last
it is impractical and there is a danger factor,
femaltf pronoun
Ben Thomas’
interest nomenon? Does the female
Thomas' article raised an interestbut it's
it’s worth it. My writing this is not an
is not about the now include all males? I cannot make
ing point. It actually is'
attempt to get people to take off to unex
unexsome- that assumption. But in my opinion, I
explicit content of his article, but some
plored wilderness wastelands; my purpose
usthing more subtle. I noticed that he used see it as being just as exclusive as us
is to point out something in the essence of
all male pronouns has been for
the female pronoun in every case when ing a.II
apme as to why
nature that will change the way we ap
speaking of a hypothetical Christian .women and it confuses me
proach
our
there.
In
an
industrialized
authors
now
over
time
crossing
are
these
who did not attend church.
chm.ch. I do not
world where everything we think we need
know if this was an overt act on Ben's
Ben’s to this seemingly female-centered way
is so close by, we must recognize that the
communicating. Is there not a more
part to draw attention to the example, of <:ornmunicating.
inconvenience of nature, its undeveloped,
way to use language,
struclangµage, struc
or an attempt to get at something other creative way
uncivilized existence has something vital
and ex
exsentence~ a:nd
all inclusive male pronoun, or ture paragraphs, .sentences
than the alfinclusive
to offer. Turning on a ·llight
ight switch is pretty
to imply that only women are guilty of amples in such a way as to express
some
exciting for a three-year-old, but wait somethat's not more clearly the inclusive intent of the
not attending church (I know that’s
time as the sun rises over mountains or red
authors' writing? I do not suggest we
the intent). But, whatever the purpose, authors’
sandstone plateaus and slowly pours its
it seems to me to be another case of the make gender-inclusion an idol in our
light onto an immense world. It is more than
writing,
I
am
the
question
uestion
q
'
:
the'
asking
lam
but
ambiguous function of .gender
gender exclu
excluexexciting—it is majestic.
majestic. It is a spiritual ex
because
I
do
not
feel
that
gender-exexciting-it
sive language. I have been stumbling
perience.
Be
amazed
when
you
in
the
are
language is our orily
only 9ption.
option. It
across this a lot recently in the works clusive langµage
st a question I am throw
ing
outdoors. Allow yourself to feel small and
throwing
just
of male authors, the use of the female is ju
weak. Nature has an awful and attractive
out...
·
pronouns, f!Ud
and I siinply
simply fin~
find it fascinat,.
fascinat out
•..something to think about.
wonouns,.
power. Be impressed.
··
Faucheux
.Jeanne Fauctt~ux
ing. Does it counteract the
traditioµ Jeanne
t;he tradition

male
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Christ in Culture gets much needed facelift
Renovated, relevant core class an immediate hit
“just
should not be "just
captalk,”
talk," but should cap
ture the students'
students’ at
attention
ith guest
with
t en ti on w
speakers, music, and
clips from movies and
news reports. The
whole point is to
“have some culture for
"have
the students to interinter
with," and for the
act with,”
class on the whole to
“be less hokey."
hokey.”
"be
Apparently the
plan is working. After
showing a clip from
Gets,"
“As Good
As It Gets,”
GoodAs
"As
McLelland and Davis
got bombarded with
questions, comments,
and accusations from
the students. One
anonymous student,
when asked to comcom
ment on his experience
c with the new improved
cryp~ Christ in Culture, cryp
answ ered
~ tically answered
“kiksh
ash.” In other
"kiksh ash."
.c
0
words, it’s
it's a hit.
One possibility
Dr. Mclelland
McLelland in action: riveting this semester’s
semester's core students
the
cclass'
la ss’
for
newfound popularity is due to the simple
Jerah
Kirby
JerahKirby
fact that a core class is finally living up
Staff writer
to its statement of purpose. Any class
Who
says
core
classes
have
to
be
borthat has to deal with business, English,
haye
Who
ing?
Not
the
philosophy
department.
With
biology,
and philosophy majors all at
With·
ing? Not
set itself a hard task. What
has
their
successful
takeover
of
the
junior
core
once
their successful
class "Christ
“Christ in Culture,"
Culture,” Drs. Reginald could all these students have in comMcLelland and William Davis have added mon? According to McLelland, no matyou've
new flavor
ter what major you
ve chosen, the issue
flavor to the concept of core.
aa new
What
practically
no-one
is
asking
is
of
dealing
with
culture
in a Christian way
What
relevant.
“why
attempt
to
rejuvenate
any
core
class,
is
always
The
issue of dealing
"why
with_your
much less Christ in Culture?"
Culture?” The reason with
your SIP can be taken care ofby
of by the
advifaculty
and
professors
is
obvious:
as
Bob
DeMarco
commented,
individual
is obvious:
never
should
classes
Core
says.
he
sors,
Christ
in Culture before the philosophical
Christ in
revamping was "enlightening
“enlightening in the ways have to focus on that. But what core can
revamping
of implementing
implementing Christ into culture, since do is present students with real life isof
he’s
noted. sues, issues about being a Christian in a
there." Sarcasm duly noted,
already there.”
not already
he's not
Another
student
remembered
the
class
Culture s new
as secular culture. Christ in Culture's
Another student
for
“something
about
SIPs.”
It’s
not
format
is
perfect
that,
and the phisurprisSIPs." It's
"something
ing,
then,
that
the
main
reason
for
changlosophy
department
is
working
hard to
. ing, then,
course.
the
perfect
format was the unusually large
course,
ing the class fonnat
And what about the future? Acvolume of student complaints. Take heart,
then,
fellow students. History proves that cording to McLelland, the course is dethen, fellow
flexibility.
voicing
your misgivings on the subject of signed to have a certain flexibility,
voicing your
consisted
had
text
class quality
quality can change things: you too Previously, the class
class
of various books and articles, many of
can
make aa difference!
difference!
can make
ironically, tried to address culture
So
what
is
different
about
the
new
which,
new
the
about
different
is
what
So
a "Christian"
from
class,
you
may
well
ask.
to
within
Christian subcultural
According
class, you
McLelland,
the
main
focus
of
the
course
is
perspective.
This
often meant that stumafo
McLelland,
ciass
the
now
on
bringing
actual
bits
of
culture
into
dents
in
class
were
required to read
now on
answers about
"Christian"
the
classroom.
The
lectures,
he
says,
up
on
pat
“Christian”
the classroom.

!

culture's
how to deal with contemporary culture’s
many dangers.
To remedy this sort of thing, the
approcourse’s
Neibuhr 's appro
course's textbook is now Neibuhr’s
will
which
Culture,"
"Christ in Culture,”
priately titled “Christ
provide the necessary strong academic
backdrop for the rest of the material used.

The clips, music, and guests will be
changed from semester to semester to make
allowances for an ever-changing culture.
Student input will continue to be taken into .
Covenantites·. After
account, so speak up, Covenantites.
all, who knows better than us students what
current cultural issues are relevant to us?

Compiled by Ben H arper

Bridgeport cleans up after disastrous blast
The Chattanooga Times and Free Press: January 25, 1999
The small North Alabama town of Bridgeport is sorting through the debris left
behind after a tragic explosion of a natural gas pipeline. Three men were killed in the
explosion, which blew up three buildings in the city’s
city's historic downtown area; dozens of
others were wounded. The cause of the explosion is unknown. ·

Clinton trial has witnesses
AP Wire:
Wire'. January 27, The Chattanooga Times and Free Press: January 28
Much to the chagrin of Senate Democrats, a motion to dismiss the impeachment trial
of President Clinton failed and a vote to allow witnesses was passed. This is a victory for
the House managers who are prosecuting Clinton, but it still looks unlikely that they will
get the two-thirds vote that is necessary to remove Clinton from office. The prosecutors
will only speak to three witnesses: Monica Lewinsky, Vernon Jordan, and Sidney
12..
Blumenthal. It is hoped that a verdict will be in by February 12

1,000 die in Colombia quake
AP
AP Wire: January 26
A powerful earthquake in Armenia, Colombia, a city of220,000, caused death tolls of
over 1,000. Thousands more were injured or left homeless by the devastating quake,
which registered a 6 on the Richter Scale. Authorities are scrambling to treat the wounded,
and envoys from the United States, including the Red Cross, are trying to help with the
clean-up effort.

Unborn remembered at wall of names
The Chattanooga Times and Free Press: January 25
Women’s Services,
A memorial service was held at the Wall of Names at AAA Women's
Chattanooga to remember the victims of abortion. Over 700 names are listed on the
marble slab, representing 47
47 states. AAA offers women with unplanned pregnancies
counseling, education, and support.

So far, so good for hand transplant recipient
AP
AP Wire: January 26
In Louisville, Kentucky, doctors have successfully completed a hand transplant.
The surgery, which lasted 14 hours, attached a hand from an organ donor to the wrist of
Matthew David Scott, who had lost his hand in a firecracker accident. Scott is doing well,
but there is a chance that the new limb could be rejected by his body. The next few weeks
are critical, but doctors are optimistic.

Seinfeld off air, J. Peterman goes bankrupt
AP Wire: January 25
After reaching the pinnacle of pop culture, and getting plenty of free advertising,
with regular mentions on the hit comedy series "Seinfeld,"
“Seinfeld,” the clothing company J.
Peterman has filed for bankruptcy. However, the company cites low sales in the 1998
Christmas season for its financial woes, not the end of the hit TV show.
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Templeton, from page 1
subject in greater depth since he attended
Covenant and is now eager to focus on
of this topic. "[It
“[It will be]
further research ofthis
thinkfun and exciting to devote a month to think
ing about this, and a good kick-off to think
follow,”
about things during the years that follow,"
he said. This attitude probably stems from
his belief that the reformed perspective has
recog
a richness that is being increasingly recognized. Reformed scholars are getting excited
about their ideas and beginning to spread
“Among those interested
them to others. "Among
in science and religion issues, reformed
perspectives ought to be as an antidote to
the strong stream of those who believe God
too," he said.
is evolving too,”
ap
Petcher and Morris independently applied for this second honor from the J.
Foundation. Petcher’s
Petcher's project
Templeton Foundation.
will deal with how one should view scienscien
cov
God's covtific law from the perspective of God’s
enant with His creation. He will be exploring
ideas that may seem foreign to those who
disregard God as sovereign, such as the
idea that God governs the creation, not the

law, so the law is a reflection of His higher
puryoses are higher,
purposes. Since His purposes
everywe should not be able to predict every
exthing found in creation. Petcher will be ex
ploring this issue through history, theology,
and the modem developments of science
and mathematics.
be•Once back at Covenant, Morris be
lieves that his and Petcher's
Petcher’s involvement
in this seminar will have a positive effect
on all the courses they teach in the natural
re
sciences department. This time spent researching and expanding their knowledge
should benefit them both personally and
stu
as professors, thus benefiting their students.
Petcher says this opportunity thrills
him for many reasons. He loves Europe and
"another adventure
is looking forward to “another
Morris.” Petcher looks forward to
with Dr. Morris."
the time he will spend studying in Oxford,
“passion since he
because it has been his "passion
College."
was a student here at Covenant College.”
He desires to learn more about physics and
math from others at the seminars and to
share his reformed ideas with others.

news 5
5

Depreciation,
reciation, from page 1 similate the depreciation budget into the
Dep_
“tu
planning Harry Pinner.
Pinner. It will be used for annual budget. Due to the time restraint "tualumni surveys, faculty evaluations, some . ition has been raised three percent higher
than it would have been during this period
student testing, and other needs.
goal," Harbert said,
“The
'. 'The data from the surveys and the in order to reach our goal,”
resulting
in
a
total
increase
of over six per
pera
matests is entered automatically in the ma
cent.
When
the
college
reaches
the
$1.5
enchine and saves hours of marking and en
try time,”
time," Pinner said. It has already been million goal at the appointed time, the fiscal
used for placement tests for freshman, for year 2000-01, tuition increases will cease to
some science-related tests, and for alumni be driven by funding depreciation.
Harbert pointed out that having $1.5
undersurveys.
“It has great potential for under
surveys'. "It
million
available by the fiscal year 2000/01
said
correlation," Pinner said.
standing data and its correlation,”
for
maintenance
purposes does not mean ·
There is $850,000 available for depre
deprethe
college
will
spend
the entire amount
ciation expenses this year, while at the
same time there are
requests each year. It may set some aside to make a
ofrequests
ar~ $3 million of
cur- large repair all at once rather than having to
outstanding. The President’s
President's Board is cur
rently sifting through proposals for a pipe span a matter of years because of lack of
funds .
organ, a new heating and air conditioning funds.
For now, until Covenant reaches its
outsystem for Carter Hall, repainting the out
goal,
it is likely that all the money will be
side and renovating the inside of Belz Hall,
used
to
“catch
up" with neglected repairs.
"catch up”
things. ·Each department
and many other things.
Despite
the
temporary inconvenience
difsees its need as important, making it a dif
"Covenant will be
ficult task for the board as they choose the Harbert believes that “Covenant
most immediate needs.
needs. The final decisions much better off in the long run because of
·it."
it.”
will be made in March.
March.
asCovenant was given five years to as
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radig it?
Can
Infradig
n you Inf
Ca
musical
melding
jazz/funk/whatnot
ing of jazz/funk/whatnot
al meld
A music
Bob Wiegers
Staff writer
' re not
T
hey’re
They
just your average
cutting-edge jazz/
funk/whatnot band. ·
Infradig Ensemble
blends the solid
solid
groove of funk and
the intricate swing
of jazz with a few
surprises that can
surprises_
only be labeled as
whatnot, and wraps
it all up in a tight
package that is both
satisfying to the con
conpleasnoisseur and pleas
ing to the average ear.
This stylistic melding
is what inevitably
happens when seriseri
ous (and seriously
talented) musicians
Jazz/funk/whatn ot served up just the way you like it-piping hot
with worldviews
Green’s drumming, one immediately thinks
slightly askew come together to make, as they Green's
of Billy Martin, and his influence clearly
play."
said recently, "music
“music we like to play.”
Green’s
intricately refined,
refined,
's intricaJely
Not that the experience of Infradig comes forth in Green
com
Ensemble
described. With and sometimes frenetic, rhythmical comEnsemble. can be easily described.
influences that range from Medeski Martin plexity. Green also names Dennis Chambers
and Wood to Charlie Hunter and beyond, as an influence on his drumming. Hobbs
their sound is a diverse one that most bands claims many different influences including
Stevie Ray, John Scofield, and Trey
are not bold or creative enough to offer.
im
Their set lists include everything from Anastasio, although, like Green, it is imhim. Kaufmann,
a paradoxical swing song (a downright possible to put one label on him.
happy tune to some heart-rending unre- who has recently converted to the bass, is
“solid” as Hobbs said, with a sound
quited-love lyrics) to a funky rocking ditty indeed "solid"
about theoretical physics ((dedicated
dedicated to Dr. that is reminiscent of artists such as Kool,
Robert Sledge, and Herbie
Petcher) to straight-up
straight-up
Hancock.
Scofieldesque fat-toned
Kaufmann and Hobbs
jazz to an intricate tune that
were members of "Flying
“Flying
will somehow remind you
Tucker” last year, a more
Tucker"
of you and your Nintendo
rock-oriented quartet. But
Free(that producer Blake Free
Hobbs’s and Kaufmann’s
Kaufmann 's
Hobbs's
deman "Tuffguy".
“Tuffguy” Smith de
musical
has
developed
style
scribed as “tiny
robots
"tiny
something
jazzier,
and
into
walking”)
walking") to a dream-like
found
Hobbs
have
to
seems
just
trance groove that just
much creative freedom with
might lead into something
Ensemble. Green
~ Infradig Ensemble.
you would recognize.
recognize. And
"'
“Lilt” last
~ was a member of "Lilt"
just ask anyone who has
year, a straightforward jazz
seen them in action about
trio.
(and sometimes funk) trio.
the tubes.
“Krazy
Davy” Kaufmann
Kaufmann a
and
nd
cov"Krazy Davy"
Lilt had a tight sound,
sound, cov
Infradig Ensemble is a his
rump-shaking bass
ering many jazz classics, but
mem
trio with three band memoften
cold, as there was little
across
came
it
Anbers
hers including Josh Green on drums, An
interaction
among
the
band members. Both
drew Hobbs on guitar, and Dave Kaufmann
bands
were
popular
on
campus, but both
on bass. For their songs with vocals, each
summer..When Green
member contributes, but Hobbs is usually dissolved over the summer.
the primary vocalist. After a few bars of and Hobbs, the driving forces behind their

s

BobWlegers

form er bands,
bands , came together with
former
Kaufmann, and found that they were
diheading in similarly diverse musical di
the
rections of jazz, funk, and whatnot,
En
result was the melding of Infradig Ensemble. Green expressed that it is a difdif
ferent experience to make music with
good friends, and it is clear that they have
fun on stage as they interact musically
"Tuffguy" Smith
and otherwise. And as “Tuffguy”
paradoxically put it, "they're
“they’re somewhat
of a revolution.”
revolution."
They not only have fun with their
music, but it is clear they are serious as
well, for they have just recorded their first
CD, a self-titled self-produced eight-song
offering that will be available by March
(which, by the way, I am listening to as I
write these very words). This disc nicely
captures the tight intensity and sheer
danceable entertainment that they bring
there 's a
to every live performance, and there’s
bit of extra whatnot within as well. After
many hours in the studio, Hobbs was
repsatisfied with the result. “It’s
"It's a good rep
resentation of what we sound like, with a
few surprises.”
surprises."
To truly take part in the Infradig EnEn
semble experience, one must see them in
action. They're
They’re planning on :giore
more gigs
action.
around town soon, including at SomeSome
thing Different on February 6, and they’ll
they'll
be playing on campus during preview
weekend. To join their mailing list, email
infradig@juno.com.
om.
infradig@juno.c

-·
The weekend women vanished
The

Once upon a time, long long ago,
when the population of Covenant College
was small and there was still a turret on
disthe tower, a group of girls sat around dis
cussing the fact that Covenant guys were
always too scared to ask anyone out. On
brainwave:
the spur of the moment came a brainwave:
in Financial
Margaret (to be StewartStewart—in
aDodson—Educa
Aid), Rebecca (to be Dodson-Educ
tion), and several cohorts decided to find
out what would happen if one day the
guys woke up to find all the women gone.
gone.
sup
Dean of Women Collyn Schmidt supringleadported the idea, and helped the ringlead
ers find a weekend on which there no
events were scheduled. She also helped
the girls arrange with the food service to
weekend.
bring food with them for the weekend.
Each RA gathered her hall and told the
cam
girls that they were going to leave camdidn't want to
pus that weekend.
weekend. A few didn’t
leave their boyfriends or had babysitting
jobs, but nearly every one of the two
hundred women on campus went, like it
or not. Everyone working for ARA got
guys to substitute for them, and they
loaded food into waiting cars while Movie
Night claimed everyone else’s
else's attention
on Friday.
On Saturday morning at 4:00
4 :00 am, only
a week or two after the idea was first
formed, the entire female population of
the school snuck down the back stairs
and into waiting cars. One male did disdis
cover two of the girls sneaking down the
stairs and confronted them as to where
they were going-but,
going—but, dazed at that hour,
accepted the excuse that they were gogo
ing babysitting.
Once at Camp Ocoee, the women sat
on the pier and sang hymns, one student
taught everyone how to square dance,
and Schmidt, Floss Anderson, and othoth
tesers led a panel discussion with their tes
timonies.
timonies. Everyone slept on the floor of
the big hall.
Meanwhile, the guys took a while to
notice the absence of their female coun
counterparts, but eventually Darrell Stewart,
the male RA on duty, found a Mission
Impossible-stylee “instruction”
"instruction" tape that
Impossible-styl
the girls had left with an explanation.
Sunday the girls rere
After lunch on Sunday,
turned to Covenant. Guys were in the
driveway and a banner in 'front
front of Carter
acknowledged the remarkable nature of the
women’s
“Wel
women's achievement, announcing, "Welcome Back Women! We Missed You!"
You!”

This potential series is designed to document
the humorous and/or notorious events which
comprise the
thefolklore
o f Covenant College.
College. If
If
folklore of
you have stories to tell, please email Kara at
griffith@covenant
edu or call her at 820-1025.
820-1025.
griffith@covenant.edu

feature
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ts?
ent of even
caught
current
events?
ght in the curr
Why get cau
Kara Griffith
Features editor
Be aware of current events! This theme
is advocated by chapel speakers, echoed
by Bagpipe articles and hammered into the
ground by professors.
professors. But our calling is to
be students, and we have a hard enough
time reading our textbooks. Why should
we read the newspaper?
trivial," said
“So much of the news is trivial,”
"So
President Brock, who says he only spends
three to five minutes a day reading the
newspaper. "Dr.
“Dr. Barker told me once that
he thought there was an inverse relationrelation
publicaship between the frequency of a publica
publication .. .I
tion and the importance of a publication...
think there’s
there's a great deal of truth to that.
There’s very little news on a daily basis."
basis.”
There's
Brock prefers to focus on bigger trends in
world events, and though he subscribes to
Newsweek and World, he finds that trends
are best covered in books.
“I don't
don’t think that students need to
"I
read
spend more than five minutes a day readIt’s more important that they
ing the news. It's
texts,” he said.
said.
read their texts,"
But the president agrees with voluble
awareprofessors on campus that
Uiat a certain aware
ness of current events is necessary.
“It is irritating when students are
"It
oblivious to the fact that an impeachment
bais going on. They ought to know the ba
sics,” he said.
sics,"
informa
In a postmodern age where information batters us from all sides, it's
it’s easy to
It’s
one's hands in frustration. It's
throw up one’s
hard to get a sense of accomplishment when
on,"
“knowing what's
what’s going on,”
it comes to "knowing
na
there's two Chattanooga papers, nawhen there’s

tional newspapers, Newsweek, World, lolo
cal radio stations, NPR, and infinite Internet
sites. Of course we "should"
“should” be aware of
sites.
what’s going on. But vague reasons can't
can’t
what's
contest with essay deadlines.
deadlines.
aren’t
The reasons to stay aware aren't
vague for history professor Dr. Jay
Green, however.
however. He says that we have
the responsibility to be conscious of
c urrent events, "as
“as American
Am erican
current
world ...and as
citizens...
citizens ... citizens of the world...
citizens of God's
God’s kingdom."
kingdom.” If we aren't
aren’t
' ll be unable
we’ll
aware of world events, we
to thoughtfully elect leaders who set
world policy, he pointed out. As memmem
bers of an increasingly interconnected
world, we
we’re
too.
' re responsible too.
“We really don't
don’t have the luxury
"We
said.
us," he said.
doesn't affect us,”
of saying it doesn’t
“It’s going to affect the way we live,
"It's
the way we think."
think.” Green said that as
“a lot of political, ecoeco
Christians there are "a
nomic and social agendas we need to
against,” and we can't
can’t give rere
stand up against,"
sponsibly without knowing how missions
are impacted by their cultural situation.
Dr. Daphne Haddad, education
professor, is culturally aware simply by
virtue of her various residences in BritBrit
ain, the Middle East, Mexico, and the
United States. Yet she can demonstrate
her active awareness while sitting in
Internet—
her office by pulling up the Internetwhose home-page is set, naturally, to
“why” we
the BBC. Questions of "why"
should be culturally aware frustrate her.
“What difference does any learnlearn
"What
lib
ing make? What difference does a libmake?” she asked,
eral arts education make?"
attacking the pragmatic and materialis-

tic assumptions of the question. If pinned
"curiosity,
down, she stays aware out of “curiosity,
concern for fellow human beings...I
beings .. .I just
what's
can’t conceive not wanting to know what’s
can't
going on in the world.”
world." And though read-

it's important for
Do you think it’s
ab o u t current
us to know about
Why?
events?
"Yes, because I never do."
Emily Jordan “Yes,
don't
Anonymous “Yes,
"Yes, because if we don’t
supknow what’s
what's going on, how are we sup
world?"
posed to live redemptively in the world?”

Rachel Powell “Yes,
becaus~ we need
"Yes, because
to be engaging in the world and culture
around us. People keep telling us we
should be reformers of our society and
intelligently converse with people, and we
can’t
on.”
what's going on."
don't know what’s
can't if we don’t
comJon Mullen “Yes,
it's the lowest com
"Yes, it’s
what's going
mon denominator to know what’s
on, and as college students we first should
informed."
be informed.”

Anonymous “Yes,
it's important for us
"Yes, it’s
voice."
as Christians to have an informed voice.”
Janelle Bulicz “Yes,
"Yes, so we can know
what God is doing in this world.”
world."

You don't have to put your life and ministry on hold! Northeastern Seminary
offers the in-depth, practical biblical training you've wanted in an innovative
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it’s very
"Yes, simply because it's
Kirk Shore “Yes,
easy fo
e isolated
iso la te d in
become
forr us to · becom
Covenant’s environment due to the fact
Covenant's
that the , professors and administrators
administrators
present an idealistic viewpoint on life
which is sometimes unattainable. There
Therefore, it’s
Covit's extremely important for a Cov
enant student to be aware of current events
apfor the purpose of discerning what is ap
plicable to the real world.”
world ."

ing the newspaper sometimes does impact the
bepragmatic aspects of her life, she does it be
cause it is significant at a deeper level.
“It
things. It
"It affects how I think about things.
affects what I think is important and why. It
means I read labels when I buy clothes and
wonder whose hands made them ...
...itit makes
me a different kind of person,”
she
explained.
explained.
person,"

“It’s
"It's who we are not what we do that being
aware ofwhat’s going
on in the worldimpacts."
impacts.”
ingonintheworld
awareofwhat'sgo
Yet even for those who acknowledge
the “why”
"why" of staying aware, the when and
how are still difficult. Dr. Green stressed
the importance of making time anyway.
“If
don't begin developing these
"If we don’t
patterns of behavior now, when are we
doesn't
going to?”
to?" Life after college doesn’t
go any slower, he pointed out.
Green suggests using the radio to
stone. If you
kill two birds with one stone.
turn it on while you’re
you're getting ready in
the morning,
you ' re cooking
morning, or while you’re
amaz"it's
dinner if you’re
off
campus,
“it’s amaz
you're
said. NPR
ing what you pick up,”
up," he said.
broadcasts on 88.1 FM from 6-9 in the
morning, and from 4-7 in the evening.
88.9
“Talk
Nation" broadcasts on 88.9
"Talk of the Nation”
FM from 2-4 every day, hosting experts
who discuss international and national
techno
events in depth. For the more technorecom
logically inclined, Dr. Haddad recommends setting your Internet browser
checkto CNN or the BBC website and check
ing the headlines every day.
auwon't au
Still, sampling the news won’t
tomatically meet the objectives that its
advocates recommend.
recommend.
“You’ve got to have some sort of
"You've
a system of filtering out the important
exnon-important, " Brock ex
from the non-important,”
plained. His system is to focuses on
international news, syndicated stories,
and the inside of the newspaper.
big“I
don't look for the big
"I definitely don’t
it
when
gest headlines,”
headlines," he said. And
comes down to it, you can’t
can't stay on
top of everything.
“Nobody’s really well-informed.
"Nobody's
You have to choose your fields and
said.
where your interests are,”
are," he said.
What is even more important to
Brock’s
Brock's system, however, is what you
know. He is a big
do with what you know.
supporter of reflection, meditation,
prayer, and Sabbath rest, he said, "be“be
cause the information age has raised
commensuanxiety levels without any commensu
rate benefits...
benefits. . . Everyone knows that
divorce is increasing.
increasing. What are you
doing so that divorce won’t
won't be a part
of your life?"
life?”
Rather than getting swept up in
intrying to absorb vast quantities of in
formation, Brock’s
Brock's hope for students
is that they will learn what to do with
the facts they already encounter.
“It’s almost more important to know
"It's
how to think clearly about issues than to
be informed. Being informed is just the
start..
infordon't need more infor
Most people don’t
....Most
start
do need basic information; but
Youdo
mation. You
most people need to be more responsible
with what they know.”
know."
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ophy&religion bagpipe2.5.99
philos

The seculari
seculariza
zaThe
ty
·tion
tion of
ofspirituali
spirituality
battle
worth
A battl
fi ghting?.
e WO
rth fighting?
John Adam Perkins
Philosophy&Religio
Philosophy&Religionn editor
I have read several articles lately in
which the authors have pointed out the
these. augeneral decline of language. As these
au
thors see it, there are certain words within
our lexicon that have ceased to have the
meaning and significance they once did.
Words have come to mean quite different
things depending upon the situation in
which they are used. There is a fluidity in
our language that once did not exist. DeDe
pending on your perspective, this is either
postmodemity.
a blessing or a curse of postmodernity.
There are also certain words that have
traditionally belonged to a certain group.
Such groups are finding that in this age of
liquid language they have lost their hold,
or monopoly, on such words. The authors
I’ve been reading have pointed out that
I've
one such word that has lost much of its
“spiritual” or
power and significance is "spiritual"
“spirituality.” Any more this word has the
"spirituality."
quality of an adjective that we could place
pernext to handsome or wealthy. "That
“That per
spiritual,” has become analogous to
son is spiritual,"
“That person is wealthy.”
wealthy." I hope I am not
"That
alone in thinking there is something wrong
with this.
exclaim
I can remember as a child often exclaim“That’s awesome!
awesome!”" only to be corrected
ing, "That's
“John, that's
that’s not awesome,
by my mother, "John,
God is awesome."
awesome.” How easy is it to forget
that there are certain words which shquld
should
be used only in reference to God. There is a
sense in which the Bible suggests to us
that certain words are only for God, that
his very being demands certain words from
his—they bebe
us, and that those words are his-they
long to him. Furthermore, to ascribe those
words to something beyond God is to
somehow pervert the proper usage of these
words. For instance God's
God’s name: we are
vain.
not to take the name of our Lord in vain.
spiritu
But does this mean that words like spirituality cannot have meaning outside of our
faith? Furthermore, when someone outside
of Christianity uses this word to describe
themselves or someone else, should we say:
say:
is
“I
am
sorry,
you’re
wrong,
that
person
you're
"I
not spiritual, that word only makes sense
when it is applied within a Christian concon
text”?
text"?
Realizing that a word like spirituality
has been adopted by the culture at large,
what are we to do? Some might be inclined
to reclaim the word, :fighting
fighting against those
that have perverted what has been traditradi
Christian. Others
tionally understood as Clujstian.

see Secularized, page 14 .
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Aesthetics:argument
for
God
from
uty
m beauty
~uieucs:argumen or
Chris McCartney
Staff writer

There
There is no lack
reof controversy re
garding the place of
theistic proofs in
apologetics, but
very rarely does the
intellectual exercise
ar
of attempting to arGod’s existexist
gue for God's
ence stoop to
consider what I am
about to propose:
propose: an
aesthetic argument.
I would guess that
that_a
majority of ChrisChris
tians recognize in
the beauty of nature
tranevidence for a tran
scendent creator.
The shades of doubt
that make our relireli
gion seem less that "A
Windows
“A deeply moving
m oving aesthetic experien
ce” : dawn in the W
indow s
experience":
in a post-inpost-in
certain ii).
times, but I would guess it is far
be modem times,
dustrial world are dispelled instantly berealize.
fore the ineffable beauty of that red-gold more widespread than most of us realize.
"In
religious experience, “In
ofreligious
sunset that so often graces our C.S. Lewis said of
mountaintop campus. But can this be of an age like our own such experience does
retroany use in convincing the non-theist? We occur but, until religion comes and retro
it
transforms
it,
usually
appears
spectively
be
are awed by the majesty of our God beaescause we already believe that He is creator to the subject to be a special form of aes
referexperience." Scripture is full of refer
. of the beauty of nature, but without that thetic experience.”
premise, what use are all those emotional ences to the evidential character of beauty
world: Psalm 19, for example, reads
tremblings? I would like to suggest that an in the world:
“There is no speech or language where their
power- "There
aesthetic argument could be both power
heard." But how are we to turn
ful and persuasive more so than a mere voice is not heard.”
into
an
argument?
this
emotional appeal.
To
begin
with, let us assume that there
ar
Before attempting to formulate the arabis
beauty
somewhere.
Unless they are ab
gument, I want to make a distinction that I
believe is of first importance in apologetics: solute philistines, most non-theists will
the distinction between a philosophically grant this. Furthermore, many will have had
convincing argument and a personally concon deeply moving aesthetic experiences. If we
phi could agree that the beauty is really out
vincing argument. It is no use telling a phiperceplosopher that deep down, he really knows there in the world, apart from our percep
easily.
tion
of
it,
we
could
quite
proceed
rethat what he claims is false. Maybe he re
But
at
this
point,
many
non-theists
will
de
deally does know this deep down, but as a
mure.
Although
at
first
glance,
beauty
may
argum ent, this simply mure.
philosophical argument,
doesn’t wash. In philosophical discourse, seem to be in the real world, it may be that
doesn't
we are not merely refuting a person; we are it only seems that way because evolution
emodoesn’t matter a has implanted in ·us an instinctive emo
refuting a position, and it doesrr't
straw what the flesh and blood individual tional response that has survival benefit.
feelreally believes. I believe in philosophical So we marvel at a sunset because that feel
theistic arguments, but far more important ing produces in us a renewed vigor and
are apologetic arguments-those,
arguments—those, which gives us the emotional strength to keep on
are not aimed at a position, but at a person. living. This is where the distinction between
Such is what the aesthetic argument claims philosophically and personally convincing
in.
arguments comes in.
to be.
I have nothing to say against the po
poIt is not unusual for non-theists to be
sensitive. In fact, there are sition that the apprehension of beauty is
aesthetically sensitive.
at- mere survival instinct, but I have very much
many that have a kind of semi-religious at
wor- to say against the person. Philosophy long
titude toward nature or art, and almost wor
knowlship it. People aren't
aren’t as explicit about it in ago gave up the goal of establishing knowl

Park
District of Arches National Park

5amGlaser

deducedge on the basis of mere logical deduc
tion. Somewhere along the way, we must
beliefs-beliefs we
be given properly basic beliefs—beliefs
beare rationally justified in accepting not be
reacause they are established by logical rea
soning, but because normal human beings
themunder normal circumstances find them
selves believing them.
It
is
my
experience
them.
exthat during a deeply moving aesthetic ex
perience, it is impossible not to believe that
sinbeauty exists outside of myself. If I sin
cerely believed that during those experi
experiences I am overcome by some kind of
temporary irrationality, it would be my
experiepistemic duty to avoid aesthetic experi
ences as much as possible.
don't think an
possible. I don’t
aesthetically sensitive non-theist would
find this conclusion attractive. On the other
hand, if beauty really is out there, where
did it come from? By what standard is it
called beautiful, and by whose authority is
that standard applied?
asOf course all these questions are as
suming a lot, but most of those assumpassump
tions are things that I think non-theists
bethemselves accept as properly basic be
liefs when their eyes are most open to the
doesn't mean
beauty of the world. This doesn’t
they will admit to accepting such assump
assumptions while they argue.
argue. No proof has that
soli· kind of power. But let that be. In the soli
tary moment, when the atheist is awed by
the majesty of a beautiful work of God, he
bemay remember a conversation with his be
lieving friend, and in such moments, the
wonSpirit of God has been known to work won
ders.
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Shusaku Endo and questions from the Far East
John Adam Perkins

thing more natural to who he was. Could
Philosophy&Religion editor
Christianity become a kimono instead of a
Western suit that was often awkward and
In 1995 Philip Yancey wrote an article restricting?
for the periodical Books and Culture in
Errdo
Endo was fundamentally concerned
which he discussed the Japanese author with how Christianity, a Western faith, and
Shusaku Endo. The title of the article was ~s
as such animated by Western thought,
:'Japan's
“Japan’s Faithful Judas."
Judas.” The typ~
type of charchar could pospos
acters that are often found in Endo's
Endo’s works sibly concon
inspired the title. Several ofEndo's
of Endo’s works nect with
w ith
are historical novels set in the time of the himself, an
Christian persecutions is Japan. In these · Eastern
Eastern
works, Endo is pointedly sympathetic to thinker.
thinker.
individuals who, under threat of persecupersecu ConseC onse
tion, sometimes even death, gave up their quently, he
faith. Part of the reason for this sympathetic sought to
treatment of apostates is the image of himhim find a way in
self that he sees in such people. Endo is which he
also concerned with how Christianity, ofof could adapt
ten perceived as a Western religion, has Christianity
application for the East and its thinkers. for
the
's "“ mud
Both of these ideas are central to Endo
Endo’s
m u d -writings, and I think that these same issues swamp
s wamp
are worth our careful thought as well.
Japanese"
Ja p an e se ”
· When Endo was a child, his parents inhim
in him. This
divorced. Shortly thereafter, his mother bebe question of
gan to practice Catholicism. In an effort to the univeruniver
con sal applicashow solidarity with his mother, he conapplica
But he knew even tion
sented to be baptized. Buthe
of
then that his-acceptance
his acceptance of the Catholic Christianity and its adaptability to various
religion was one that was not his own; it cultures, is an important question for us to
was because of forces outside of himself. consider. The second question which domidomi
Later in life he often struggled against the nates Endo
's
writing
is
this:
can
one
give
Endo’s
"suit
“suit of Christianity"
Christianity” that had been place up his/her faith and still remain Christian?
if there was somesome Again, it seems almost to be something of
upon him. He wondered ifthere

a rhetorical question for Endo, as if he is
really asking, "I
“I have abandoned my faith
so often, yet, am I still a Christian?”
Christian?"
- Endo began writing in the 1950's
1950’s after
he had traveled to France in order to study
French literature, in particular the French
Catholic writers Francois Mauriac and
Georges
Bemanos.
He had
hoped to
f ii nn d d
s oo m
m ee
compancompan
i onshi
io
n s h ipp
in this
environenviron
~ent, but
ment,
opthe op
p o ss ii ttee
o c curred
c u rr e d ..
Endo oft e n
f o uu nn dd
himself
h im s e lf
the brunt
of racial
aattacks,
tta ck s,
even from those who considered them
themselves Christians. He left France discour
discouraged and in the midst of a spiritual struggle
that would leave deep impressions on him.
him.
Befo~e
Before he went back to Japan, he traveled
first to Palestine. Here he found the con
con-

nection to Jesus that would fill his writings
for the rest of his life.
Jesus was often rejected. He had far
more in common with the rejected and the
lonely than he did with the triumphant and
victorious. Endo identified with the apos
apostates of the Christian period in Japan.
Japan. These
si
people suffered in two ways:
ways: from the silence of God during the persecutions, and
also from the silence of history, as those
who wished to commemorate it only glori
glorified the martyrs. The apostates were seen
tied
as traitors, and were rejected and forgotforgot
ten. But Endo saw in this rejection a con
connection with Christ who was rejected as
well. Finally, Endo had found how Chris
Chriswell.
tianity could connect with the Japanese
mind
Yancey describes the object ofEndo's
of Endo’s
realization in his article as the "mother
“mother love
of God.”
God." An old Japanese saying says that
the four most fearsome things on earth are
''fires, earthquakes, thunderbolts, and fa“fires,
fa
thers." Endo
Endo· saw that the love that Christ
thers.”
had for the beggars, the lepers, and the
t~e
prostitutes was the love of
ofaa mother:
mother: a love
which was unconditional, accepting, and
forgiving. His lo~e
love was not that of a judg
judgmental father who might reject.
At some point in Endo’s
Endo's adult
c;1dult life he
found that the Christianity that he had been
reluctantly baptized into had never left him.
reluctantly
However, his reluctance to this faith had

see Shusaku,
Shusaku, page
page 14
14
see

Respecting God's
God’s covenant: the tricky issue ofinfant baptism
Mike Vendsel
Staff writer
Most Presbyterians, I think, would say
believer’s baptism rest
that arguments for believer's
on very bad hermeneutics. Steeped in
dispensationalism, Baptists feel the Old
Tes
Testament has no bearing on the New Tes.tament church. Consequently, they restrict
their investigation to the New Testament,
discover that there is no explicit case of
infant baptism, and conclude that infant
baptism is illegitimate. If only they would
look at the covenant and trace its elegant
Tes
development from the Old to the New Testament, they would see how magnificently
infant baptism fits into the overarching flow
of redemptive history. My purpose here is
not to deny that this is the case. I spent
one half of my childhood in the PresbytePresbyte
rian Church and the other in the Reformed
re
Baptist church. As do many others, I remain undecided about this issue. I do feel,
characteriza
though, that this is an unfair characterization of Baptists, and would like to rehearse
Bap
a form of the argument the Reformed Bap-

'All
tist church gave me to show that while gospel to Abraham beforehand, saying ‘All
you.’” Third,
many Baptists do ignore the covenant, nations shall be blessed in you."'
justifisome see it as corroborating their position. circumcision was a sign and seal ofjustifi
4: 11,
Scrip cation by faith. Paul tells us in Romans 4:11,
As I had it explained to me, then, Scrip“he [Abraham] received the sign of circum
circumthe life "he
ture traces redemptive history up to U1e
of Abraham, at which point God establishes cision, a seal of the righteousness of the
. . "”
uncircumcised ....
. a covenant. Established in the course of faith which he had while uncircumcised.
three dialogues in Genesis 12, 15, and 17, And finally, it is noteworthy that not all
were circumcised had been justified.
justified.
prom who were.
the essence of this covenant was the promise of a great host of descendants who For instance, in Genesis 17 we read that
coun Ishmael was circumcised, but he also ended
would be given national status and a counsym
God’s spespe up being cast out. Circumcision, then, symtry of their own. They would be God's
cial people ("I
(“I wiil
will be your God, and you bolized what may or may not have been a
will be My people"),
people”), and in them all other spiritual reality in the recipient.
Given all this, a few things become
nations would be blessed. As a sign of
clear—namely, to whom circumcision apap
Abraham’s clear-namely,
this covenant, every male in Abraham's
household was to be circumcised.
represented. It was ad
adplied and what it represented.
m inistered on the basis
Israelite
signifi ministered
basis. of Israelite
At this point, four things are significant. First, circumcision was not restricted citizenship and represented the fact that as
Abraham’s physical offspring. Anyone an Israelite citizen the gospel was offered
to Abraham's
who was part of his house, whether son, to you with the expectation that you would
antici
servant, or otherwise, was circumcised (Gen respond in faith and obedience. It anticisigni17:13). Secondly, the promises given to pated a change of heart rather than signi
very promises of the fying a change of heart. It indicated that
Abraham were the yery
commungospel, albeit in seed form. Paul tells us in you had been offered union and commun
“the Scripture
Scripture...
Galatians 3:8, "the
...preached the ion with God, but it did not prove whether .

or not you were in union and communion
with God. For that reason, ·the
the Old Testa
Testament distinguishes circumcision of the flesh
with that of the heart. In Deuteronomy
10:16,
“Circumcise then your
I 0: 16, Israel is urged, "Circumcise
heart, and stiffen your neck no more;”
more;" and
in Deuteronomy 30:6, "the
“the Lord your God
will circumcise your heart and the heart of
your descendants, to love the Lord your
God with all your heart and with all your
live.” Perhaps most ex
soul, that you may live."
explicit, though, is Romans 2:28-29: “he
"he is not
outwardly, neither is circir
a Jew who is one outwardly;
cumcision that which is outward in the
flesh ... he is a Jew who is one inwardly;
flesh...
and circumcision is that which is of the
heart, by the Spirit, not by the letter
letter....”
.... "
As a result of this distinction, we have
to distinguish
na
di~tinguish between true Israel and national Israel. True Israel is a subset of na
national Israel, consisting of those who are
heart.
circumcised both in the flesh and the heart.
National Israel, on the other hand, is the
company of those who are circumcised in

see Baptism, page 14
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Matthew Bryant

“most likely to be dent who is on trial for impeachment was
noted the First Lady as "most
thinking
another.” quite outstanding.
th_inking one thing but doing another."
outThe President followed the same out
They noted Speaker of the House Dennis
preguy" line used by probably every on of his pre
“as most popular unknown guy”
It started with those famous words, Hastert as "as
ver the course of
Over
“Mr. Speaker, the President of the United which was right above a picture of Strom decessors.
decessors . O
"Mr.
States.”
States." If you are like me, your heart Thurmond with the caption, "most
re- seventy-seven minutes, the President
“most re
all- Social Security, education,
skipped a beat as the leadership of our sembles an
X-files extra."
extra.” Needless to say, spoke of it all—
anX-files
East—
Presi the State of the Union was a veritable fea
fea- agriculture, racism, and the Middle Eastcountry all rose their feet to greet a Presiintroand
even
had
time
a
few
celebrity
intro
for
dent who many consider is not worth the ture film of Washington’s
Washington's big names.
ductions.
What
would
a
State
of
the
Union
Noth- ductions.
energy it takes to stand up and put two
So what was said in the speech? Noth
humanihands together and applaud. (Of course, ing really.
really. Is anything ever said in the State address be without a few famous humani
historithere is the great possibility that certain of the Union? Sure, the President told us tarians, a military hero, and a noted histori
eco- cal figure? I especially liked the part when
member(s) of the Senate have trouble all about how he had produced great eco
standing anyway.) Many of you might find nomic times for the country and promised · Rosa Parks was introduced and the camera
this strange, but about the only thing that us up to fifty years more if we adopt his shot immediately to Jesse Jackson, Jr. That
interesting. And of course,
gets me more excited than the State of the plans.
ideas,,. some was curiously interesting.
plans. He introduced new ideas,
not
even
a
hint
of anything remotely linked
Union address is Tennessee winning the warmly received, while others were met
curnational college football championship. with sympathetic partisan
Gov to the monumental historical events cur
parti~ reaction. As GovmenIndeed, I find this great annual pageant an ernor Tommy Thompson (R) Wisconsin rently hovering about Clinton was men
approximately
ately 48
of the approxim
absolute thrill to watch. After all, what could stated, "He
“He touched on everything except tioned. Out of
who’s his dog and the homeless, and he prom
prom- standing ovations the President received,
be more entertaining than watching who's
who in politics stand up, sit down, stand ised everybody something;
something, so you've
you’ve got only 20 of them were bi-partisan, while the
up, sit down-you
down—you get the picture. Almost · to like it."
it.” And like it they did, well, at
at least other 28 were attempts of the Democrats to
par- half of the room. Speaker Hastert never show their unfailing love for the President.
as if the entire thing is scripted, each par
ticipant in this affair does his or her part to cracked a smile, and Senator Trent Lott was The Republicans were thick skinned about
speech’s when and for what they would offer their
portray to spirit of his or her party. This reported as saying upon the speech's
eco... Hillary Clinton:
year’s
actress...Hillary
Clinton. completion, "that's
I've applause, offering it mostly for the eco
year's best lead actress
“that’s about the worst I’ve
Time recently highlighted several of the ever heard.”
heard." The coldness in the air was nomic plans they had implemented, and in
even
faces in the crowd at the gathering and unavoidable, but the reaction to a Presi
Presi- recognition of the guests. They even
Guest writer

stayed straight-faced and tightly seated
imafter Clinton’s
Clinton's promise for agricultural im
unprovement, which was on the verge of un
boy.
settling, especially for a Tennessee boy.
The GOP
strat
GdP made a statement with their strategy. Never before have I seen the entire
body so coldly divided. Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, the
President went on, speaking as he normally
guy"
hon,est guy”
'Tm an honest
does, and with that “I’m
grin and his rosy cheeks,
cheeks, he coasted his
way to a 66 percent approval rating after
the speech.
speech.
Sixty-six percent? Yes indeed. It is mind
boggling to me that a man who is on trial
for impeachment can still keep the hearts
of so many people. Of course, I have never
figured out these polls, I mean, they have
Nonenever asked me or anybody I know! None
theless, the State of the Union is a good
weapon for this President. He has charisma,
lots of it, and he performs well before big
crowds. The State of the Union address
may be the only time a good bit of people
really hear the President speak this year,
and this only because there was nothing
else on. I used to think, “there’s
"there's no way he
one." However,
can talk his way out of this one.”
much to my dismay, he seems to be making
a valiant effort.

Hey everyone! MattKiinbr
Matt Kimbrell
ell backed out on the trip ofthe century
David Kaufmann
Kauftnann
Staff writer
Happy New Year Times Square!!
Square!! I felt
lips press close to mine and I turned pleased
yet shocked
shocked...
an
I'll save that for an... Well, I’ll
other story, but indeed it was an amazing
New Year. If in this article there is a moral,
theme, idea, an abstract something that you
can sink your teeth into, drink, or at least
inhale the vapors of, it would be that it is
exponentially better to witness the ball drop
in Times Square than to watch it on TV
TV. For
that matter, it is better to be doing almost
TV. Well, ex
exanything than watching it on TV
cept for drinking, smoking, or dancing.
“Stortsk” Baker, Vaden "Guys,
“Guys,
Daniel "Stortsk"
Year’s kiss"
kiss” Cox,
I have got to get a New Year's
“Get out of here Baker, this is a one
Evan "Get
“Awesome”
bed" Williams, Lauris "Awesome"
person bed”
Vidal and myself (“Navigation
station”), all
("Navigation station"),
God's country and into the
trekked out of God’s
north. Manhattan was our destination and
we were all ready for good times, but we
weren’t
weren't quite sure what those good times
turn out to be. The five of us pulled
would tum
into the West Side of Manhattan the night
sug
of December 29, having had our fill of sugared pecans and toll booths. We immediimmedi
ately stopped at The Roxy and grooved to
the confident swagger and unique sound
of G Love and Special Sauce. We grooved
with huge grins on our faces.

featurdif- the front row. A little known jazz trio featur
During the following day we saw dif
orferent sights, we froze, we recovered in a ing guitar, drums, and a Hammond B-3 or
That- gan were set up so close to us that I could
plush bar, and then froze some more. That
organist's ear, but I concluded
night a beautiful Austrian woman served of picked the organist’s
us at an Italian restaurant in the West Vil
shouldn't; the music was tightly on and
Vil- I shouldn’t;
How
lage.
pretty
and
Euro
graceful European
an women
pe
always seem to
be...maybe
it’s
... maybe it's
be
Af
the accent. Afexpe
ter a taxi experience
n e nce that
separated us
temporarily, we
all ended up at
the Village
Vanguard
Vanguard
where many of
the jazz greats
ex
have had extrem
ely
good
tremely
. live recordings. Partyin’
Kaufmann, Evan Williams,
Partyin' like it was 1998: Vaden Cox, Daniel Baker, Dave Kauftnann,
jazz trio
The jazz
exthat was scheduled to play had already sold was one of the most satisfying musical ex
out but they recommended we go around periences of my life. We sat with huge grins
the comer to Smalls. Smalls lived up to its on our faces.
New Year’s
Year's Eve was spent mostly in
name being no larger than two Carter dorm
numerrooms; or rather it was about the size of the Village where we checked out numer
one Maclellan dorm room. The room was ous stores and attractions that are unique
lookpacked with people but Vaden plowed us a to the Village. For example, Lauris was look
ing
for
shoes,
so
we
stopped
a
shoe
store.
in
path to the front where the five of us sat in

Innocent enough.
enough. We go inside. Along the
walls are shoes of different sizes and sorts;
but among those shoes were scantily
scantily clad
saleswomen of different sizes and sorts. It
was really
r~ally quite something. Before dinner
we checked
out the
-we
Guggenheim SoHo (for those
who don’t
don't know, this is a fairly
liberal art museum). Upon en
entering Vaden probed deep into
the foundation of aesthetics
— saying, "One
“One must ask them
themselves, is this art?”
art?" Although
Vaden's expense,
I make fun at Vaden’s
he was on to something here.
The theme behind the art,
roughly, was French artists
____
roughly,
French
on art
things
differentwas
capturing
capturing
different
things
on
ranged
Displays
videotape.
videotape.
Displays
,having
in Paris ranged
from a couple
from a couplea conversation
in Paris having
over breakfast,
atoconversation
over breakfast,
over and
a man sneezing
while
t0 astation
man sneezing
o
over. in ;•a train
over
in women
a train did
station
while
calisthenoriental
Lauris
L.auris Vidal
oriental
women
did calisthen
What
background.
ics in the
ics in the
What
of a man sitting
was a recording
me background.
floored
floored
meroom
was awith
recording
a man
sitting
of mutant
sort
some of
in a dark
in
a
dark
room
with
some
sort
of
mutant
head. He had this horrendous cough and
head.
He had
horrendous
his
out ofand
blood cough
spewing
wasthis
repeatedly
repeatedly
was spewing
outcurious
of his
museum
out of theblood
mouth. I walked
mouth.
I walked
out ofcould
the museum
curious
have captured
the exhibit
as to how
as to how the exhibit could have captured
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re:
future:
Asia and your futu
ept
al conc
global
concept
a new glob
last week when Brazil officially devalued
its currency by 8%. Since the beginning of
Januaiy,
Brazil's currency has lost over 30%
January, Brazil’s
Rachel Bode
of
value.
So far, the deterioration of
value.
its
Staff writer
Brazil’s
currency
has alarmed people evev
Brazil 's
HemiWestern
Hemi
In the Summer of 1997, when Thailand erywhere. For those in the
devalued its currency and started a crisis sphere, it has proven how contagious the
that sent the Asian economy spiraling
spiraling Asian disease really is.
ner
The Americans are now getting nerdownward, people referred to the event as
contagion
vous.
Exactly
how
this
is
close
is
it
vous.
Today,
“The
Asian
Crisis.”
Crisis."
Economic
"The
hardly limited to Asia. Instead we refer to to our front door? Forecasters say that it is
the situation as "The
“The Global Contagion."
Contagion.” pretty close. At the onset of this crisis in
Why? Because, what started in Thailand 1997, our economy was not only one of the
sustain
reverberated throughout the rest of Asia, strongest, it was also the most sustainable—with
with over two hundred years of
and after toppling over Japan, one of the ableHemi- democratic experience behind us, we had
strongest economies in the Eastern Hemi
momensphere, it rumbled quietly through Europe, momentum on our side. But, that momen
ecopounded Latin America, and is now knockknock tum is expected to wane soon. Today, eco
the
are
nomic
conditions
our
country
in
ing on the United States’
door.
States' front door.
Conbeen.
ever
healthiest
that
they
have
been.
Con
Having explained the onset of this
ma sumer confidence, which measures the level
contagion and how it has affected the mafu
jor Asian players involved in previous arar of confidence individuals have in the fuat
ticles, it is now important to look at how ture performance of their economy, is .at
month- historically, this index is
127.6 this month—historically,
the rest of the world has been affected.
affected.
The entire Latin and South American at 100 during times of strong economic
economy is a major player in the global growth.
growth. Sales of single family homes this
year
broke an all-time record of five million
conmost
the
are
market today, but people
con
reunits-these sales are up 15% in some re
cerned about the Brazilian economy. This units—these
they-were
is because Brazil is the eighth largest gions of the country from where they^vere
unDecember. Interests rates are still un
economy in the world and it accounts for last December.
40% of Latin and South American outputoutput— expectedly low, the unemployment rate has
belqw 4.5%, inflation is down
the economic stability of that entire region · stayed down below
governaround
a
shocking
2%, and the govern
rests in Brazil’s
Brazil's hands. And, unfortunately,
ment
recently
announced
a
$20
billion
sur
surworld's
Brazil has not been able to meet the world’s
expectations. The entire international comcom plus in the government budget.
But, when experts look deeper into the
Octomunity recognized that fact this past Octo
ber and a number of lending institutions numbers, reality sets in. Somewhere within
Bra the record 2.9 million jobs that opened up
· and countries decided they would lend Brazil money to assist in getting them back on this past year, 234,000 jobs were lost in the
exindustry-accor ding to ex
their feet. The United States independently manufacturing industry—according
inperts,
the
manufacturing
farming
in
and
proposed $30 billion while the International
1998
rece.s sion in
Monetary Fund, an international lending dustries entered into a recession
organization responsible for providing due to reduced demand for their products
profna- across the globe. And, while corporate prof
short term finance and consulting to na
fore
tions in debt, pledged $41.5 billion. HowHow its have been high over the past year, foreever, as pointed out in previous articles, casts show little chance of that continuing
there are risks involved in simply pouring into 1999; many corporations have already
economy. Eventually Brazil announced substantial layoffs for the near
money into an economy.
future. Perhaps of largest concern is the
will have to pay those loans back, and the future.
chances that they will be able to do so are fact that oil prices have dropped 50% over
the past year; these historically low oil
slim to none.
U.S . oil
Brazil's external loans equal prices have cut tremendously into U.S.
Currently, Brazil’s
economy's revenue and their profits and forced thousands of layoffs in
9% of their economy’s
already. Why these
compare the U.S. oil industry already.
interest rates are up around 50% ((compare
profits, and
decreased
layoffs,
Despite
.
sudden
rates)
that to the US’s
US 's 5% interest rates).
dropping
prices?
Because,
regardless
of
these terrible economic conditions, the
conhow
wealthy
the
typical
American
con
world, until a couple of weeks ago, clung
Ameri
to the hope that Brazil could continue to · sumer is right now, the typical Latin Ameriit’s currency-as
currency—as long as the curcur can and Asian consumer turned poor fast.
defend it's
borrency was not devalued, people remained This means that people outside of our bor
can’t afford to buy our goods and, in·
in
optimistic that the entire Latin and South ders can't
American region would remain strnng.
strong.
see Asia, page 14
However, that faint hope was snuffed out
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Hi, my

pear to the world as if we have to adhere •
has to some complex set of rules in order to
Towers, and I think that Christianity bas
is not
itself.is
years ofunspoken church be a Christian. Contract by itself
been diluted by years
to it
add
you
even
a
problem,
when
but
Chris
traditions, which I call cultural Christired
really
I’m
rules about dress (which rm
tianity:
Cultural Christianity consists of an . of hearing about in chapel when it is clearly ·
someone’s culture),
elaborate series of regulations that the an issue relative to someone's
church imposed on itself, that has little or rules about music (because if a band plugs
no Biblical basis but it is treated as though something in or uses any crazy pagan drum
won’t promote it and CAB
it does. One can find it everywhere, from beats, CCM won't
won’t
here), and rules about
them
bring
won't
music to chapel, and even in our absurd
what
kind
of
words
are appropriate in a
rules. '
contract rules.
Shakespeare
play
(one
might recall aacercer
Cultural Christianity is nothing new
“the traditions of tain article from the Wittenburg door last
though; Christ calls it "the
men”
Pharisees, and semester), then you might begin to see
men" while rebuking the Pharis~s,
look.
Martin Luther started the Reformation how absurd we must look
there’s
there's always
Then
when he confronted an
issue
of
withinthe within—
issue
the
extreme form ofit. While
that
this
affects
how
is,
A l l THF.SE
th ese c
ulCULAIL
the kind of traditions of
the
church
itself.
All
itself these
men we deal with today
TURALRUUES,
WHIOI
TIJRALR~ WHICH
cultural rules, which are
aren’t
concerned with
aren't ~oncerned
con
so relative that no conARE SO RELATIVE
such weighty issues as
sensus could ever be
saving doctrines, it is
THAT
NO CONSENSUS
SENSUS
1HATNOCON
reached, only serve to .
important for us to be
create strife within the
COULD
EVER
BE
EVER
aware of them, as it weakBody. W
hen a group
group
When
ens church from both
REACHED, ONLY
w
ithout
any
without
chooses,
without
withinc
with<>ut and within.
logic
to
reason,
or
clear
CREATE
TO
SERVE
First let's
let’s examine
hold
set
regulations
of
a
the without-how
without—how we
THE
WlTIIIN TIIE
STRIFE WITHIN
as .iibsolute,
absolute, anyone outout
appear to those outside
of
that
is
go
goculture
side
B ody.
BoDY.
church community. I
the c~urch
ing
to
be
shunned.
can’t speak for anyone
can't
I firufit
find it strange to·
to
else, but
I’m talktalk
but when I'm
other’s throats over
seri find people at each other's
ing about my school, people take me seriwhile overlooking
ove:i;Jooking ·
ously up until the point when I tell them I issues like cussing, whit;,
that plague our campus like
bigger issues thatpfague
can’t dance, much less drink or smoke.
can't
sexual sins or eating disorders. The fact
Now this topic has been d~t
dealt with sexuai
that some people have five different ways >c;
by people much wiser than I, so I’d
I'd like to that
saying defecation instead of just one
of
at least qualify my point by adding that I
or
two
will not be the determining factot
factor ·
couldn’t
couJ.dn't care less whether or not I can
they’ll get into heaven, nor
drink or smoke at school, so I have no as to whether they'll
an important topic to debate.
ulterior motives in making it. The simple is it even ap
hand, there 'are
are stustu .
other'hand,
con While on the other
fact is though while the Bible does condemn drunkenness and idolatry, it does dents here who are struggling with deepguilt and sin and pain, and they
not forbid drinking and smoking:_
smoking. As far rooted guilt
are
often ignored.
too
it’s hard for me to
as not dancing goes, it's
I’m
I'm not saying that everything our
make an argument for that and keep a
deabout
Christian culture is'c:ompletely
is completely de
straight face.
don’t think that way.
I ’ve heard the argument that contract structive. I certainly don't
I've
is solely for the appearance of the school. For instance, praying prior to eating
asThe logic in that,
that statement is about as seems like a good reminder through as
consistent as a Clinton defense. Are we sociation to be thankful for our Provider.
worried about how we appear to other But if we become judgmental of those
don’t, when we not only embrace
They’re in no position to cast who don't,
Christians? They're
but
also
enforce the traditions of men,
stones, especially over an issue that is
it’s time
not explicitly Biblical. Then we must be then it becomes legalism. Then ifs
com- to draw the line.
worried about what the non-church com
they’d rere
munity thinks, though I doubt they'd
“voice of
o f the
forr "voice
ally care jf
if dancing went on at our campus. Vox Populi is Latin fo
” I f you 're
’re interested
interested in
in voicing
voicing an
an
The point here is not that we should people. "If
Vox
Populi,
get
touch
in
Popu/i,
Jiox
through
opinion
want to engage in all sorts of hedonistic
pnelson@covenant.edu
ant.edu
ap- with Paige Nelson, pnelsop@coven,
pleasures like smoking, but that we ap
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It's not always crudeto paint nudes
Amatterofperspective: It’s
Amatterof
Geoff Goodman
Guest writer
Is there a place for nudity in art or are
forms of nudity in artistic expressions
all forms
equally wrong? Such a question has often
bothered not only the artists but also the
viewers. An example of differing opinions
can be seen in what has happened with
The Last Judgment fresco on the front wall
of the Sistine Chapel. The characters were
originally painted entirely nude, but later
"controdraperies were painted over the “contro
versial” parts of their bodies. Such a quesques
versial"
tion seems to evoke an answer that seems
to continually swing on a pendulum bebe
tween always right on one side and always
other.
wrong on the other.
Does the answer to this question have
Qoes
to be subjective to each individual, or is it
stanpossible for there to be an objective stan
dard which society as a whole can follow
when it comes to the appropriateness of
nudity in art? I would like to argue that
nudity in art can be appropriate in instances
where it is portrayed with
with an aesthetic pupu
rity. All instances in which nudity is not
portrayed in this way are inappropriate.
arguIt is clear thqt
that the success of my argu
ment depends upon an intelligible definidefini
tion of
“aesthetic purity,”
purity," in terms of nudity,
of"aesthetic
such that it can serve ·as
as an objective stanstan
indard for the appropriateness of
of certain in
stances of nudity in art. Aesthetic purity is
when the nude body is portrayed so that it
provokes a sense of wonder and amazeamaze
ment at the beautifully designed creation.
creation.
In the same way that one is able to admire a
piece of pottery molded by a sculptor, how
much more should one admire the body
which was molded by God in the Garden of
Eden. The nude body, though tainted by
God’s glory. Adam
sin. is still a reflection of God's
did not have a penis only after sin came
en
into the world; he had one before sin entered his body.
It is only when depicted with acts of
sexual sin or for the purpose of provoking
sin in the viewer that the nude body leaves
the realm of aesthetic purity. Aesthetically
pure nudity does not intentionally direct
the viewer's
viewer’s eyes and mind to pictures or
thoughts of erotic fantasy. This includes
pictures where the focus is clearly directed
toward sexual organs or pictures of sexual
acts including masturbation, oral sex, sexual
positions. Nudity
intercourse and sexual positions.
in art that complies to the above guidelines
of aesthetic purity, I am arguing, is totally
legitimate.
legitimate.
The most important point that I want
aes
to make in supporting my argument for aesthetically pure nudity is that the human
body, in the strictly physical sense, is not
sinful. I will say that the body is often

tainted by sin, but the fact that some people
have more muscle in some areas or bigger
genitals than others is not a result of sin
but because God has created each person
ac
uniquely different. What is sinful is the actual person, not the body he or she is in.
Proof of this is that Jesus
Christ, who is without
sin, came down to earth
in the incarnation of a
baby boy. Scriptures a
very clear in saying that
he was fully human. This
means that Jesus had a
body with a penis, two
testicles, legs, arms, etc.
If _Christ, who was
sinless, had a body, then
imposit follows that it is impos
sible for the body, when
separated from actions,
to be by itself, sinful.
sinful.
aesthetiWhen an artist portrays an aestheti
show
cally pure use of nudity in art he is showing the human body as a truly beautiful
creation. Rather than portraying the body
as an object for sexual pleasure the painter
beauty" apart from
shows it as a "thing
“thing of beauty”

half-

the sexual acts in which it can play a part.
What I am saying here is that the body, like
many other creations and inventions, can
be seen as a work of art even when it is
exseparated from its function.
function. Take for ex
ample a bike; because of its balance and
color
unity through color
and shape, it can be
considered
considered beautiful
just by looking at its
design.
design. Even though I
may not know the pur
purbike
pose that the bike
serves, I am able to see
it as a beautiful object.
A
nother reason
reason
Another
arwhy I would like to ar
gue the validity and
aeseven benefit of aes
thetically pure nudity is
that it can be used to
put the different people
in the painting on the same level. It does
this because it shows the people in their
natural design. Nudity can be used by the
artist to show that underneath all of the
person’s
person's clothing, whether expensive and
fancy clothing worn by those who are

wealthy or the rags worn by a beggar on
the street, we are all the same. Sure, some
have bigger breasts, some have more fat,
others have more hair, etc., but what I mean
when I say we are all the same is that all
males have penises and two testicles while
all women have a vagina and two breasts.
In this manner, nudity in art can be used to
bring together humans from different races,
different ages, and different socio-economic classes.
Whereas in the beginning of this ar
article I gave an extensional definition of what
nuI consider aesthetically pure uses of nu
dity in art, I am now going to give some
intentional definitions of what I consider it ·
to be and, following that, give some ex
examples that I consider to be illegitimate uses
of nudity.
nudity. One painting that falls into the
category of aesthetically pure is Bather
Seated on a Rock, by Auguste Renoir. This
feinale sitting on a
painting shows a nude female
her.
rock, gazing into the water beside her.
Renoir is showing the beauty of a woman
bathing. He in no way
who is innocently bathing.
draws attention to her genitals nor depicts

see Nude,
Nude, next page
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Cake prolongs the magic with quality album

A

Prolonging the Magic
Capricorn Records

Several years ago, a friend
introduced me to Cake via the
which!I
Fashion
Nugget album, which
FashionNuggetalbum,
went on to listen to extensively
for the next year and a half or
so. I then became so inundated
with new music that Cake got
burner."
“back burner.”
placed on the "back
When I found out that Cake had
put out a new album, however I
was anxious to be the proud
owner of this shiny new disc.
disc.
Before I was able to hear
their latest musical venture, I
read a short interview with lead
singer John McCrea about the
album. They were discussing
guitarthe fact that their lead guitar
ist left shortly before they
went into the studio. But in
instead oflimiting
of limiting them, he said
it only opened doors, as they

could bring in other
guitarists, they could
use the trumpet more,
and they had a pedal
steel on several tracks.
tracks.
They felt it kept them
from being locked into
one thing as much.
much.
I was ambivalent
goings-on:
about these goings-on:
one ooff my favorite
things about the band
was the lead guitarist.
On the other hand, I did ·
like the idea of the pedal steel.
So I listened to the album
in the store, and then I bought
It's still
it. It's
It’s cool. It's
It’s good. It’s
very Cake.
Something I appreciated
de
about Cake that was more developed on Prolonging the
Magic is the group’s
group 's country
leanings.
bla
leanings. They are more blatant and more polished here,
with songs like "Mexico,"
“Mexico,” a
country waltz with a lonesome
steel guitar, and the American
overtones of "Walk
“Walk On By".
By”.
The album opens with
“Satan is My Motor,”
Motor," a song
"Satan
about a car and evil (although
justhat does not quite do it jus
tice). “I’ve
"I've got a mind that can
steer me to your house /I and a
heart that can bring you red
flowers. My intentions are

Nude, from previous page
anything of a sexual nature taking place. This
painting is a clear example of a legitimate use
art.
of nudity in art.
aesof art that portrays aes
Another work of,
thetically pure nudity is The Gift (Sacrifice
ooff Isaac) by Edward Knippers. This painting
sac
shows an angel stopping Abraham from sacrificing his son Isaac. What Knippers is do
doBiblical
ing is using his painting to tell the Biblical
story of Abraham and Isaac.
Isaac. Like Renoir
Renoir’s
's
painting, one is able to see the tme
true beauty
and form of the human body without being
directed toward erotic thoughts. This means
Knipper’s
defiKnipper ' s painting is compliant with the defi
nudity.
nition of aesthetically pure nudity.
The are also many examples of nudity in
aesthetiart that fall outside the category of aestheti
cally pure, and I would thus consider them to
be inappropriate works of art.
art. One clear exex
ample is the painting Two Girls, by Paul
fe
Delvaux. This painting depicts two nude females entangled in a sensuous and erotic po
position. It is clear that these lesbians are engaged
in some sort of sexual activity. This, in turn,

good and earnest and pure /
but under my hood is internal
combustion power I/ and SaSa
motan is my motor I/ Hear my mo
tor purr
purr...”
... " To say he is singing
about total depravity may be a
bit much, but it's
it’s something
like that. Not to mention clever
and dam catchy.
McCrea’s wit is one of
McCrea's
the band’s
band ' s greatest assets
and it shines like a newly polpol
ished sword on this album,
with lines like “The
"The way you
treat me lightly only slightly
don't
lot// 1I don’t
brings me down a lot
think that I'll
I’ll never be the
same,”
“You
same," (guitar), and "You
twist the knife and go home
and kiss your wife /I a bigger
better slice is what you like /
you turn
screws.” McCrea
tum the screws."
seems to have the ability to
drive home serious points with
a touch of humor and, thus
avoiding seeming preachy,
and to bring his humor to the
saddest of things which just
makes them seem more real.
real.
enAll in all, this is a very en
joyable album.
album. It seems the
band has improved, as has
M
cCrea’s
ar's writing. The ar
McCrea
rangements of the songs are
very good as are·
are the back
backvocals. It appears
ground vocals.
that Cake tmly
Protruly is Pro
longing the Magic.

activforces the viewer to think about sexual activ
ity that puts this instance of nudity in art out
purity.
of the realm of aesthetic purity.
Another example of invalid uses of nunu
dity in art is the painting Sleep, by Gustave
Courbet. In this painting, two nude women,
as in the previous painting, are wrapped ·
apother. The fact that they ap
around each other.
paint
pear to be sleeping does not make this painting any more legitimate than the previous
example. The main problem here is the sexual
position they are in:
in: one woman has her legs
spread with one leg wrapping around the
other woman.
woman. This definitely causes the
painting to fall out of the category of aes
aesthetically pure.
The argument over whether or not nude
art is ever legitimate is one that will con
continue in the future. Although today the
source for what is and is not appropriate, is
often seen as subjective, I believe it is imim
portant to have an objective standard on
the issue nudity in art. With these guideguide
lines, I believe it is possible for one to have
an objective standard from which to decide.
decide.

the music world with a Spanish flair
Willie Nelson haunts t.l,le

I
I

H u j*

I

Teatro
Island Records

It is probable that everyone in the
world has heard of Willie Nelson. For
example, many people have been ex
exteleviposed to him by some dumb televi
sion show d~ng
during their prepubescent
years (this stands tme
gen
true for several generations, as the man has been around
forever). It seems to me, however, that
few people in the generation of which
our readers are a part actually take him
seriously. Perhaps he has made some ·
seriously.
silly television appearances in his day,
entertainbut if you had been in the entertain
ment business as long as he has, you
would probably have made some stustu
pid movies too. Willie Nelson is a great
writer, singer, and guitarist. What more
could you ask for?
Even if you don't
don’t like any of the

Willie Nelson material that you have
heard before, you should listen to his
newest album, Teatro. The title is SpanSpan
"theater" because it was recorded
ish for “theater”
in an old Mexican theater, and is quite
different from any of his previous work.
The album was produced by Daniel
Lanois, whose other clients include U2,
Emylou Harris, and Bob Dylan
Dylan. Afine
A fine musi
musiEmylouHarris,
cian himself, Lanois has performs solo alti\eShngblade soundtrack. Lanois
bums and theSlingblade
is known for his atmospheric production,
which is well executed in this album.
Teatro opens with the instrumental
“Ou
Amour” ("Where
(“Where Are
"Ou Es-Tu Mon Amour"
Nelson's fine
You My Love?")
Love?”) featuring Nelson’s
guitar work. From there it moves into, "I
“I
Never Cared For You,”
You," a haunting song
Har
with beautiful harmony by Emmylou Harris, who sings with Nelson on most of
the songs.
songs.
The bulk of the tracks are old songs
written by Willie Nelson, revamped and
improved. The album has
most definitely improved.
a very Latin American feel, with lots of
percussion and Spanish flavored guitar
work. It also maintains a dark mood
althroughout. If I were to describe the al
bum in one word, it would be "haunting."
“haunting.”
Some of the highlights are "I
“I Never
Nights,"
“These Lonely Nights,”
You," "These
Cared For You,”
Lanois'
and “The
Maker" (a cover of Lanois’
"The Maker”
ethereal gem). Even to those not interinter
ested in country music will enjoy Teatro.
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can earn up to $280 a month by
CENTEO
B i o - 3 « r v - i c * > . Inc.
donating life-saving plasma!
Visit our friendly, modem
3815 Rossville Blvd.
center and find out more about
Chattanooga, TN 37407
the opportunity to earn cash.
423 867-5195
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Asia, from page 11

,·.

posicaused by a surging stock market and posi
tive economic indicators. However, the
stock market is expected to lose a lot of
de~
value soon because of the projected de
posicrease in corporate profits and those posi
tive economic indicators (i.e. the interest
rate and unemployment
unemploym ent rate) are expected
Amerito shift direction. No one is advising Ameri
cans to stuff their mattresses with money,
cauarms. Be cau
but there has been a call to arms.
tious, watch the market, and play smart.
The good times may not last forever, but
soon.
they can return again soon.
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Baptism,
Baptism, from page 9

circumcisi on
their flesh, regardless of the circumcision
of their hearts.
hearts.
reIf we fast-forwa
fast-forward
rd through re
evendemptive history, the nation of
Israel even
oflsrael
exile.
tually turns to idols and goes into exile.
Having rebelled against God time and time
again, it appeared that they had finally brobro
disinken the covenant beyond repair and disin
herited everything the Lord had promised
to them.
them. In exile, however, through the
"days are
prophet Jeremiah God promises, “days
coming...
coming ... when I will make a new covenant
with
Israel...
law
My law
put My
will put
... II will
oflsrael
house of
the house
with the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i within
withtn them, and on their heart I will write
verted to Judaism.
JtJdaism. I would consider him a it; and I will be their God, and they shall be
Secularized,
Secularized, from page 8
again,
people. And they shall not teach again,
re- My people.
might give up, thinking that somehow the spiritual person; in fact, that is how he re
his
man
each
cor- each man his neighbor and
word has lost its power and therefore has fers to himself. As a Christian, should I cor
well. Both rect him? Should I tell him that his notion brother, for they shall all know Me, from
lost its power for the Christian as well.
them .... "
of spirituality is mistaken, and in truth he is the least of them to the greatest of them....”
misguided .
of these approaches
approache s are misguided.
God
promises
a
future
day
when
He
would
On the one hand, to fight those that not spiritual?
establish
a
new
covenant,
the
mark
of
forThis situation might not be all that for
have adopted the word spirituality seems
which
would
be
that
everyone
would
know
like a pointless battle for territory that we eign to some of you reading this article. I
hearts.
op- Him and have His law on their hearts.
have lost. Even if we could reclaim this word, would suggest that this is an excellent op
In short, a new covenant was coming
would the consequenc
consequences
es of such a victory portunity to be grateful that a word like
in
which
true Israel and national Israel
spirituality
has
entered
into
the
common
. be worth the prize? I think not. Is it worth
would
be
co-extensive.
ve. And it is this very
co-extensi
vocabulary
of
the
American
public.
When
alienating the
the· people to whom we seek to
covenant
that
Christ
came to induct. His
someone
describes
himself
or
herself
as
word?Yet
bring our message for the sake of a word?
Yet
perfect
obedience
and
death won
sacrificial
an
to
on the other hand, to give up without even spiritual, understand that this refers
d. To be a
back
that
which
Israel
disinherited.
disinherite
develop- awareness of a spiritual reality in the world
trying to see how we might use this develop
member
of
Israel,
then,
we
must
be
united
that we ought to be grateful for. Instead of
pessimistic.
ment, is fatalistic and overly pessimistic.
with
Christ.
That
is
what
Paul
means
when
I know a man who was a Catholic allowing language to become ground for a
"if
:29,
3
he
writes
in
Galatians
3:29,
“if
you
belong
priest; he lived in a monastery for five years battle, allow it to become common ground
Abraham's seed,
before he left because of certain lifestyle on which we can stand together, and from to Christ, then you are Abraham’s
promise." How,
heirs
according
to
the
promise.”
choices. Two-and-a-half
Two-and-a -half years ago, he con- there point to Christ.
though, do
Paul is
Christ? Paul
to Christ?
belong to
we belong
do we
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -1 though,
"be sure that it is
3 :7, “be
explicit in Galatians 3:7,
forgive me, would God still call me one of those who are ooff faith who are sons of
Shusaku,
Shusaku, from page 9
Abraham,”
"he is a Jew
Abraham," and Romans 2:29, “he
been lifelong and at times was marked by a his own?
on is
who
one
inwardly,
and
circumcision
circumcisi
inwardly;
is
After his trip to the Holy Land, Endo
unwasn't un
distinctly antagonistic
antagonist ic spirit. It wasn’t
that
which
is
o
f
the
heart,
by
the
Spirit,
of
til he realized that his baptism spoke of a wrote the Life ooff Jesus. Through this work
crudal
relationship,
relationship, much like that of a faithful dog he was able to reconcile the two crucial
issues
that
drove
his
writings.
On
the
one
writings.
hus(Endo’s
own comparison)
compariso n) or that of a hus
(Endo 'sown
sufferTimes Square,
hand
Jesus
should
be
seen
as
the
suffer
Square, from page 110o
band to a wife whom he despises and yet
my
complete
attention and wondering why
who
one
as
to whom he remains faithful (drawn from ing servant, and on the other
I
was
and happy with what
fulfilled
feeling
unreal- provided those who are weak with the un
one of
Endo’s short stories), that he real
ofEndo's
I
saw.
We
cruised
the
village with huge
conditional
conditional love of a mother, and with grace
ized the power of God in his life.
faces.
weakness. grins on our faces.
Yet even with this realization Endo was in the midst of their own human weakness.
The sun was almost finished with
honest enough to admit
its descent and the city was packed
that he would continue to
dinners,
with
people going to concerts, dinners,
abuse God, much like the
lifetime:
For a sem
ester, for
e:
fo r a year, for a lifetim
semester,
Year.
or
parties
to
celebrate
the
New
Year.
faithunloved wife, or the faith
at a bar &
AUP.
We
in
the
Village
LIKE
T
H E R E ''S
S N
O P
LACE L
IKE A
UP.
PLACE
dinner
ate
NO
THERE
abus.e
ful dog that takes abuse
grill and this time a former model was
and yet comes back tail
proour server.
server. Vaden’s
Vaden's eyes lit up. He pro
wagging. Endo knew he
ceeded
to
impress
this
beautiful
and
America
The
m erica nn..
would deny, abuse, and
ed11rntio11 is A
Tile education
gullible server with a story about how
neglect, and that is why
his uncle used be ambassador
ambassado r to Sri
The 111ix
m ix is in
te rn a tioonal.
n a l.
internati
Tile
he was so passionately
passionate ly
Lanka.
Lanka. She bit it hook, line, and sinker,
drawn by the shady, un
unand Vaden was thoroughly pleased at
The
setting
is
Paris.
setti115;
T/Jc
trustworthy
characters
trustworth y characters
how suave he was. We went up to
he sought to portray
portray
The advantage
odl'1111tasc is yours.
T/Jc
Midtown to see some friends who were
sympathetically
sympathet ically in his
melting away in a high rise apartment.
stories. But a question
stories.
The five of us stood at the window
still haunted him: would
PARIS
OF
A
MERIC
AN U
NIVER
SITY O
F P
ARIS
RSITY
UNIVE
CAN
AMERI
gazing down at the city feeling as
God always come back,
though
we were the lords of ManhatManhat
Paris: 31, avenue Bosquet, 75343 Paris cedex 07, France • (33/1) 40.62.07.20
would he always, no mat
matNew York: 60 East 42nd Street, New York, NY 10017 « (212) 9S3-1414
tan. We gazed with huge grins on our
ter how I treat him, still
www.aup.edu * admlssions@aup.edu • nyoffice@aup.edu

time, this means that our sales are going to
drop.
drop. American spending can only sustain
long.
the global economy for so long.
The recession moving our way right
now will probably not be the depression of
the 1920
1920’s.
's. With an economy as strong and
sustainable as ours, chances are that we
can ride out the worst of it in a couple of
years.
tremendou s concern, however, is
years. Of tremendous
consumthe over-confidence
over-confidence of American consum
ers.
ers. Experts say that there is a false sense
of wealth in the United States right now

not by the letter; and his praise is not from
men, but from God.”
God." They belong to Christ
repenwho have received Him in faith and repen
tance.
tance. They alone are Israel in any sense of
the term, now that the new covenant has
come. Consequen
Consequently,
tly, they alone are to be
~en
receive circumcision,
circumcisi on, which has now been
summary
replaced by baptism. A beautiful
appears in Colossians 2:11-12
2: 11-12 where Paul
circumcise d
writes, “in
"in Him you were also circumcised
hands,
with a circumcision
circumcisi on made without hands,
in the removal of the body of the flesh by
the circumcision
Christ; having been
circumcisi on of Christ;
baptism ....
buried with Him in baptism.
. . ”"
In brief, then, the
~ e argument is that
circumcision,
circumcision, whether in its Old Testament
or New Testament form, is meant only for
Testathose who are Israelites.
Israelites. In the Old Testa
ment, one birth was sufficient to become
howan Israelite. In the New Testament,
Testament , how
baptism,
ever, two births are required, and baptism,
circumcithe New Testament equivalent to circumci
sion, is to be withheld until the second
birth.
birth. A final proof of this lies in the fact
that circumcision
circumcisi on of the flesh and of the
Testaheart are separate events in the Old Testa
Testament (see above verses).
verses). In the New Testa
ment, they are so barely distinguishable
distinguish able in
3 :2 l that
time that Peter can write in I Peter 3:21
baptism saves us and Paul in Romans 6:4
bapthat we are buried with Christ in our bap
tism. Though circumcision
circumcisi on was a sign of
upcoming conversion,
conversion, baptism is linked in
time with our actual conversion.
conversion.
That, then, is the argument. I hope it is
clear, and will prompt earnest and prayerful
Furthermo re, I
discussion of these things. Furthermore,
memhope it will serve to show that some mem
bers of the Baptist denomination
denominat ion have as
deep a respect for the covenant as to those
of the Presbyterian.
Presbyterian.

faces.
Now it was 11 PM; we had plenty of
time to get to Times Square. We made our
way to Broadway and walked up towards
Times Square.
Square. We could feel the rumble of
the crowd, the lights were like a small sun,
and the cops were like ants on a rotten
apple. With our arms linked, we made our
Square.
way about three blocks from Times Square.
Rumble, electricity, cops on horses, people
in my arm pits,
pits; gangsters trashing cabs,
Baker 's hair,
people in my hair, people in Baker’s
and getting to know a Polish man in the
process were all apart of the passing of the
Year. The New Year began. A roar
_New Year.
erupted from the crowd, the wind chill was
zero degrees but the excitement
excitemen t made us
oblivious to it, and we were there and not
watching it on TV.
TV We passed some time
and walked through the heart of Times
Square getting our picture taken with cops
and whatnot. We had our picture taken with
cops with huge grins on our faces.
faces. ·
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aganza
tball extrav
A zany _intram
intramural
basketball
extravaganza
ural baske
ChalJoe Staven And The Athletically Chal
inside.
Doo Doo Brown is also back again this Withington, who will provide support inside.
lenged
may
not
win
many
games,
but
along
The
Ferocious
will
be
Dinosaurs
led
be
will
year.
The
Central
team
by
Second
Sports editor
watch.
season. with Superchodged, sure are fun to watch.
Ghetto’s
's primary competition this season.
Trirniew. Josh Hinman, Ghetto
veteran senior Jason Trimiew.
and
Excersise,
For
Just
Here
Blackwatch,
Unifrom
Mike
Sloan,
a
second
year
transfer
Uni
This semester, intramural directors Tim Bentson, Matt Kimbrell, and Jed Royal
in
three
Jelly
the
other
teams
the
are
Green
this
Vrrginia, is the best big man
starters. Doo Doo will have to versity of Virginia,
Krista Deutschmann
Deutschrnann and Chris Render have are all likely starters.
Men’s
B-League.
Men's
6'7",
decided to take a different approach to rely on the athleticism of Kimbrell and the league has seen since Mike Vonhof. At 6’7”,
The Women's
Women’s A and B leagues contain
Covenant’s
Covenant's most popular intramural sport, defense of Bentson to support the scoring Sloan is a force to be reckoned with. He is
fundamentally sound, has good moves, can six teams apiece. The Tanterlicks, comprised
T rimiew and Hinman.
ofTrirniew
basketball. There are four leagues this sese of
Rowan
mostly of Rowan
jump,
and runs the floor
known
Lynch
Mob,
who
have
been
for
Men's
mester, two for each
gender.
The
Men’s
and
e_ach gender.
are
looking
residents,
The
Dinosaurs
fourth
well.
their
past,
their
eccentricity
in
are
in
the
Women’ssA-leagues
A-leagues are for teams that wish to
Women'
to
their
continue
will
not
be
reliant
though,
this
team
play competitively, while the B-leagues are for year of existence. A less experienced
of
the
dominance
on
Sloan
to
win
them
them
hav- year, they will be counting on the shooting of
teams that are more concerned with just hav
Covenant
intramural
Covenantintrarnural
ing a good time. There are a record 30 teams forward Shawn McKnight. Joey Logterman, games. Justin Corder,
basketscene with a basket
mys
alumnus and former varsity basketball player, Chris Render and the myssigned up in the four leagues this season.
ball
tide
this
Spring.
title
The directors are also implementing a who is a threat inside and out, will also be terious Mr. Van Dyken,
They may run into
to the '
who is also new .to
ofLynch's
Lynch’s load.
new sportsmanship policy this season. expected to carry much of
trouble in the form of
get
all
league,
can
the
job
beginning
fourth
their
is
Wonderbread
game.
every
Grades will be given out after
Tucka who
Tucka
low.
Rob
down
Team
done
Originally
well.
as
The team captains grade the referees on their season together
by seniors
will
led
be
and
Righter,
Josh
Moon,
performance
perfom1ance and the referees grade the teams Whitebread three years ago, Wonderbread
M
elissa
Stanton,
Melissa
John Maffet will share ballon their sportsmanship.
sportsmanship. If a referee is not has improved dramatically since taking on JohnMaffetwill
Thompson,
Lydia
coun handling responsibilities,
de their current name. Falling to the cross counmaking the grade in A-league he will be deand Amy
Arny Townsend,
moted to B-league.
B-league. The implications of poor try team in the championship game two years while Jack Peterson, Derek
§ and juniors Jenny
em otional loss in the Rigby and Dan Wykoff
sportsmanship are more severe. Teams will ago, and an emotional
|
Davis and Sarah
and
shooting
good
add
left
year
have
last
carry
quarterfinals
they
if
not be allowed in the playoffs
Sligh. Centrality will
roster.
defense
to
the
solid
MarMarty
title.
Wonderbread
hungry
a
tide.
Mar
for
any less than a C average in sportsmanship.
I
led by Skybe
be
With
ten
strong
players
and
Withtenstrongplayers
unan
'96 team and
un
"to quis, a member of the ’96
The purpose of these new policies is, “to
Parrish,
who has
Parrish,
Dino Grant W
up aa shot
Withington
Kme no weaknesses, the Dinolikely force down low, Krue
ithington puts up
shot
ingirls'
dominated
against
strong
team
girls’ in
team
Felchabut
a
way.
the
all
go
could
saurs
Brock, a tenacious defender, and
m m m
Ilf- - ■
tramural
basketball
two
years.
Baby
years.
past
the
The men’s
men's B-League is ten teams deep.
shooters Brent Jackson and Ty
year’s Superchodged is the only familiar name of Got Back is a young team, mostly from The
Willison will lead this year's
team. Big men John Simpson the bunch. Led this year by Gordy Martin, Loft, boldly opting for the competitive AinLeague. La Femme Felchabuts have an in
and Dave Kauffman,
Kau:ffinan, along with Jeff Dennison, and Tom Horner, League.
timidating
name,
have
skills
the
they
do
but
Mike Agate and John Sweet, Superchodged is sure to have another fun tini.idating
■■
season. Your Mom, another Ghetto team, is to back it up? They boast a roster of great
round out the roster.
Quick and Thick, a new led by Andy Schmidt and Joey Redd. This athletes, but Katie Storz is the only proven
W
team this year, hope to win with should be one of the B-Leagues best teams. basketball player. Da Bomb Sistas is this
year’s team from Jungle.
tremenJup.gle. Although tremen
their size. Kir~
Kirk Shore, brothers They will be tested by II Belz Men and year's
W fe lt
.
„ J is
dously
in
past
they
lack
seasons,
successful
expected
who
are
to
hold
top
also
Stoked,
Steve
and
Timmy
Rowe,
Darryl
u
experience
this
year.
experiencethisyear.
in
the
standings.
The
Crew,
led
by
spots
Hildebrandt
Sean Hildebrandt
and Sean
Fagan, and
on _Fagan,
Rider looks
Rob Rider
as Rob
over Mike
Dave Kautnann
Kaufrnann shoots over
Mike Sloan
Sloan as
looks on
Of the six teams in the Women’s
Women's Bcan all play on the blocks, while Jason Wood and Nick Powell, could be the
WWW.NET,
Covenant
former
with
league,
memsix
league’s Cinderella
cinderella story. BNS, with mem
league's
W ykoff. Ben Harper and the versatile
help improve the sportsmanship of teams Steve Wykoff,
captain,
and
current
women’s
coach,
Tammy
women's
abiland players, and to give the teams a means Hildebrandt will be the primary ball handlers. bers of the cross-country team and the abil
Smialek
and
a
slew
of
other
faculty
and
staff
by which to evaluate referees”
referees",, Hildebrandt, who can be explosive and is hard ity to out-hustle most opponents, could find
members, is by far the most talented.
pri- themselves in the title chase as well.
sports for other guards to defend, will be their pri
"Unfortunately, sportsDeutschmann said. “Unfortunately,
mary
scorer.
Plenty
of
though,
will
be
support
manship has been a problem in the past.
6’6”) and Shore(6'4").
Shore (6’4”).
We hope to see real improvement this year."
year.” given by Rowe (Steve, 6'6")
Alum and Some, a combination of
Men’s A-League is rich with talent
The Men's
The room is a hangout for climbers
Covenant’s Admissions department and Stephen Freas
tra- Covenant's
and tradition this year.
year. . Felchabuts, the tra
conveto
to in bad weather, or for a conve
go
writer
ditional Ghetto
fa coaching staff will be led by Troy Duble and Staff
Ghettq team, is the pre-season faniently quick work-out. It’s
It's a good place
vorite in the
theA-League.
A-League. After a disappointing Eddie Hilger. Hilger, a deadly accurate
camThe long lost climbing wall in Barnes’
Barnes' to meet other people who climb on cam
season last year, the Felchas are back in a shooter, will be the most prolific scorer. The
se- pus, and to get hooked up with outdoor
“Bones” basement has finally reopened, after a se
coa_ching trio of Mark Duble, James "Bones"
big way. Looking to finish their intramural coaching
trips. The room is currently open on
was
mester
of
being
dormant.
The
wall
old
dormant:
careers the way they started, seniors AnAn Vansteenburg, and Brian Crossman, who
start
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday startcon condemned for its lack of stability and a
doesn't miss the open jumper, will also conthony Tucker, Stephen Hitchcock, and Kurt doesn’t
ing
at
no
are
present,
supervisors
If
p.m.
7
new wall has been built. The climbing room
champi- tribute offensively.
Halvorson are fighting for another champi
is
the only facility for the climbing club to there is a list of supervisors on the door.
'NIPS, lost
South's team, the ‘NIPS,
Second South’s
onship. The league’s
in
league's best front court inthere.Call them during hours if they aren’t
aren't there.
campus.
Patton,
n, Scott most of their team to graduation last year. do its thing, here on campus:
cludes John Mullen, Jake Patto.
in
The
wall
next
to
the
room
aerobic
is
new wall,
Stephen Freas designed the ne'Y
Oberg, Hoyt Halvorson, and John Perkins. Led by Jeremy Deutschmann and Jason ·
the
basement
of
the
gym.
It
is
a
bouldering
and the builders were all volunteers from
Not only are they strong inside, but Heerema for the last three years, South is
Covenant. Mike Hughett, Jacob Claassen, wall, where climbers are meant to gain
Hitchcock and fellow guard Kevin going to need someone to step up at the
strength. The wall is about 12'
12’ high, and
Tim Rowe, Matt Mantooth, Sam Glaser, strengfu.
pr . guard position. Mark Krieg and Carlos
McQuillen can hop-step through, over, or
inverin
steepness
a
45
degree inver
from
varies
the
and Emily Beeman were
around most any defender in the league. Canales should lead the team, as both are Barb Steketee,
it
sion,
to
a
straight
90
degree
Though
wall.
Senthe project. Student Sen
Opting to zone their defense again this year, offensive threats and rebounding fiends. main builders of
be
small,
any
for
enough
difficult
is
it
may
constructl1e point with ate provided the funding for the construc
opponents will be forced to make outside Dan Herron will step in to run the
beginner to start climbing.
tion
materials.
help from Ben Richards and Grant
shots if they want to keep games close.

-John Sweet
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Climbing wall under Barnes reopens
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team
cross-countcy tea01
Covenant cross-country
cryin’ enjoys successful season
Men, women leave Bryan cryin'

Defyiri the Lions
De'fyin'

John Sweet
Sports editor

Matthias Shapiro
Staff writer

With just over
ten seconds left, Jake
. Walls sank a jumper
from the middle of the
putting the
lane, putting
Scots up by three.
The Bryan College
couldn’t concon
Lions couldn't
vert on their final trip
down the court giv
giving the Scots their
biggest win of the
1
season.
comTaking a com
fortable 13 point lead
. into half time, Bryan
must have thought
they had the game
well in hand. But, as
is becoming habit,
the Scots came out
with a vengeance in
the second half, gogo
ing on an 8-0 tear
over the first four and
a half minutes. The
Lions couldn't
couldn’t keep
up as Covenant
outrebounded,
outrebounded,
Johnson
Cheri th Johnson
Brian Court on the way to 2 of his 11 second-half Cherith
st points
just
outshot, and ju
point~ in a 68-62 home loss to Alice Lloyd.
outw orked
plain outworked
C.J. Jackson colcol Lowe racked up her sixth double-double of
them down the stretch. CJ.
lected rebound after rebound, (9 offensive, the season with seventeen points and ten
14 total), giving the Scots second and third boards. Kristy Clark, who three games ago
18 .6 secsec almost tied the school
school' record for most
chances on shots. Up by one with 18.6
in a game when she scored 44
onds left, Brian Court received the inbound points i:n
pass and was immediately trapped. He against Milligan, tallied 27 points in just 22
quickly found Jake Walls and delivered him minutes of play. Joanna Hessenbruch was
the ball near midcourt. Walls put the ball perfect from three-point land with 4 makes
on the floor and headed for the basket. on 4 attempts. The 108-73 win raises their
Confronted near the free throw line, he conference record to 6-6.
Against Alice Lloyd in a January 22
opted to take the shot. The defender forced
men's team had been in a similar
Walls to adjust and add some arc to his game, the men’s
shot. Despite the hand in his face, he exex situation, but were unable to pull out the
ecuted perfectly, hitting nothing but net. victory. The fundamentally sound Eagles
The three-point lead proved to be deadly shot a blazing 52% from the field en route
as the Lions missed their final opportunity to a fourteen point half-time lead. Though
seconds later. Walls led Covenant with 17 the Scots opened the second half with a
points. Jackson and Cedric Thomas added · 14-3 run, and pulled within 2 points on Dave
Dennison’s 3-pointer with just under a
Dennison's
15 and 12 respectively.
domi minute left, the well-coached Alice Lloyd
The Lady Scots continued their dominonnance of
Bryan’s women's
women’s team with a 35- team held on just barely for a 68-62 non
ofBryan's
point victory Tuesday night. Five Lady conference victory. With the Bryan victory,
men’s overall record stands at 10-9.
Scots scored in double figures, as Claire the men's
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Imagine any sports team built from the
ground up. Imagine that, for 13 out of 20
team members, this was their first year in a
league entirely new to them. For some, this
was the first time even competing in the
sport. For a team like this no one would be
bold enough to make great predictions.
Surely no one would expect this team to be
one of the best teams the college has ever
crossCovenant's cross
had. Yet Coach Taylor, Covenant’s
country coach, used almost these exact
year's team.
words when describing this year’s
“There
"There may have been one previous team
that can compare to our girls team,”
team," Taylor
we've never had a guys
said, “and
"and I know we’ve
well."
team perform this well.”
crosswomen's cross
This year for Covenant women’s
country, finishing with a 57-24 overall
searecord, was an exiting and successful sea
son. The team was truly incredible in the
sense that only two of the runners, Caroline
Hubbard and Jen Balch had even run in a
college league before. All 7 of the other
cross-counrunners were new to college cross-coun
fintry. However this didn’t
didn't keep then from fin
ishing first in two of their meets this year
Reand fourth out of eleven teams in the Re
gional meet. Two of the runners, Kristyn
Borger and Jen Balch, made the All-Regional
team and Borger, who has been consistently
running with the top finishers all year, quali
qualified for nationals.
“Nationals,”
"was
"Nationals," Borger commented, “was
a very serious race. There were 344 run
runners all lined up by individual,”
(that's at
individual," (that’s
least a 200 foot wide starting line) “and
"and we
funneled into a narrow course.”
The
whole
whol~
course."
mood of the race was much different also.
While before most races, some teams can
be seen joking around and laughing it up,
“everyone
seriously,"
"everyone took this race very seriously,”
she noted. Borger finished 158th, and hopes
to improve even further in the coming years.
The guys’
team improved steadily
guys' team
from the beginning of the season right up
to the regional meet. What was unique
about the guys’
guys' team though, is that there
was really no star. While many teams will
have at least one runner who is always first
on the team, this group had an entire team
that competed closely with each other. As
a result, they pushed each other further
than they had ever gone before. In a sport
where sticking in a pack is the most vital

· concern for the team, this team finished 5
of their top runners within 50 seconds of
each other at the regional meet. Overall,
the team finished the top 7 under 30 min
and everyone under 32 min in the five-mile
race. The team finished the meet 4th out of
8 for the
11 in the Regional meet and 40-3
40-38
season, a superb record for a fairly young
team in such a tough conference.
it's hard
With the close of this season it’s
to forget the seniors who have stuck with
the team for all four years and have helped
this team so much. The women are losing
one runner this year, Caroline Hubbard.
consisHubbard has been one of the most consis
tent and reliable aspects the team has had.
cross-coun“I’ve
"I've loved the challenge of the cross-coun
try team,”
“The unity and
team," Hubbard said. "The
young enthusiasm of the team this year
has just made for a great team.”
team." The girls
are also losing former runner and assistant
ancoach Naomi Emerson. She has been an
other key aspect to the team in years past
encourageand offered her knowledge and encourage
year's
ment to the team this year. About this year’s
team, Emerson said, “They
"They have a lot of
potential and room for growth it was great
all."
to be a part of
it all
.”
ofit
The men are losing Rob Peck and Dan
dediEmerson this year. Peck has been a dedi
he's
cated runner on the team all four years he’s
been here. A strong high school wrestler,
Rob had the challenge of switching from a
strength sport to a high endurance sport.
“I ’ve been impressed by Rob’s
Rob's leadership
"I've
improvement," Coach Taylor
_and steady improvement,”
remarked. “He
min"He has improved over five min
utes since he first ran here.”
here."
“I
'_'I think that running here at Covenant
has taught me camaraderie and persever
perseverance,”
"The team this year has
ance," says Peck. “The
just been great and very energetic, it was a
great season.”
season."
Dan Emerson has been a very key run
runner to the team throughout the years. This
past year as captain, Emerson showed
strong leadership through the entire year.
“I’d
'T d just like to say that you should never
let any of this slip by you,”
you," Emerson said.
“Take
"Take advantage of every workout, every
race. Give your full effort to everything.”
everything."
So, at the year’s
cross-counyear's end, the cross-coun
try team had good reason to look back at
all they had accomplished. As the remark
remarkable freshman runner Jessica Talarico
stated, “I’m
team."
"I'm going to miss our little team.”

